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PREFACE

IGHER education in America is a sprawling enterprise and,
in their eagerness to respond to new demands, many of
America's colleges and universities have lost a sense of

their own e.xpectati;ms. The mission of higher education has become
muddled.

Bombarded with a never-ending series of management crises,
campuses also have become mired in talk of demographics and enroll-
ment projections, budgeting and cost accounting, collective bargaining
and litigation. These concerns dominate conferences, publications, and
conversations about higher education, but have much more to do
with the procedures of education than its substance.

Under such conditions it is diffictilt to sustain quality; it is

impossible to make- a reasoned assignment of priorities for the use of
limited resources; and the level of commitment that can be summoned
for the essential tasks of higher education is diminished.

This essay is the first product of a long-term commitment of
The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching to clarify
the purposes of higher education, to explore what constitutes quality,
to examine critically the specific functions that have come to be asso-
ciated with institutions of higher education. Our key questions include:
Education to what end? For what purpose? The long range goals of
this effort will bed

To evaluate the purposes of colleges and universities.
To clarify the means by which these purposes are being achieved.

e To examine the attitudes and activities of those involved in the
academic enterprise: especially the faculty, the students, and the
leaders of education.

To consider the alternatives to existing institutional purposes and
established 'arrangements so that emerging needs can be met more
efficiently,

vii
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The F,'L.:11,1.O011 pLii Co kcep the theme of quality and purpose
per:Ham:n(1% as the centerpiece of its efforts. We want to make
these concerns t-,F,A.'s for discussion on calnpliScS .1CI":;SS die Laa.111Cr1". We
want- to encour age current leaders of highe7 educazion and potential
leaders as elI Zik) sluCre out interest. We to Sec n. uLIC ideas front
many sectors and many peor!c. and not rely v holly upon those whose
wisdom and insights are already w ehl.kiiau n.

Typically, a L.,.±1 will be pa pared on .1 topic signifi-
cantly related to the purposes and lIC.111(V ctt 111.:,11l..1. Up011
its completion, the Foundation IA ill conuniss;on a series of papers to
explore the .essav's central theme. A national
be held t:tt the subject. It is hoped that at least one such colloquium,
attended f.,y academic leaders and distinguished representatives of such
other spheres of endeavor as business, government. and the media, %ill
be held annually.

This first essay in the Foundation's program on the purpose and
quality of higher education is focused on general education, the
learning that should be common to all people. Vc. attempt to
diagnose the problems that afflict it, to prescribe remedies, and to
convey the promise a healthy general education curriculum offers.

Chapter one describes the weaknesses of current thinking, com-
paring the plight of general education to that of a spare room that
has no agreed upon function. The second chapter reviews the historical
evolution and social context of general education. There, the emphasis
is on the three general education movements of the twentieth century.
On the basis of that analysis, the third chapter provides a rationale for
general education. Chapter four uses this definition to evaluate the
pluses and minuses of current practicethe content, process, and out-
comes of general education. The fifth chapter offers a proposal, includ-
ing examples of a suggested general education program.

The opinions expressed in this volume are ours. To the extent that
credit is deserved, it must he shared with many people who were kind
enough to help us. The Carnegie Foundation's Board of Trustees read
several drafts of the manuscript and commented on them extensively.
The Foundation's Research Review Board, consisting of Howard
Bowen, David Breneman, Burton Clark, K. Patricia Cross, Patricia
A. Graham, Clark Kerr and Steven Wright gave the mauscript a
thorough assessment. Additionally. a draft of the essay was discussed



by a seminar of young scholars. Its members were Eileen Bender,
Prejado Burciago. Steven M. Calm, Stewart Edelstein, Kai

Lee, John \facAloon, joffre Whisenton, and Michael Winston. Others
v. ho read the manuscript at varying sta-,es of its development include
Bob Abernathy. Loren Baritz. Pau: :;Dyer, E. Alden Dunham. Fred
Hechinger. Martin Kaplan, ind Frt:,,:ericl: Rudolph. Richard Burnett
was our ever ready. always thorough, research assistant. Verne Stack-
man was a patient. thoughtful editor and willing colleague. Dick
Martin suggested mans' helpful improvements. Secretaries Barclay
Bennett, Nancy Carey, Debbie Dube, Rita Long, and Carol-Lynne
Rokos typed draft after draft after draft of this essay with more grace
and good humor than we had any right to expect. We are grateful
to each of them.

ERNEST BOYER
lrashinvon. h.C. ARTHUR LEINE
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I
Till'. TAFF. OF Ill!' SPARF ROOM

AztANY HomEs have a spare room. It is not the domain of
anyone in particular, as is a bedroom, and it does not have
the household utility of a kitchen or bathroom. It is just

the extra room.
Both of our homes have such a space. In one case, it is in the

basement. It serves as a guest room. It is also used as a .-,tudy and a
library. There is a desk, a large number of books, and a filing cabinet.
The basement is the place where older children play when they come
to visit. It is also the place where odds and endschairs, tables, and
picturesare kept when no space can be found for them elsewhere in
the house. In fact, the room bears a certain similarity to an unkempt,
half-forgotten closet.

The irony is that, despite its many potential purposes, the base-
ment room is not used very much. With all of the odds and ends scat-
tered about, it is not a very comfortable study. There is no bed in it
at the moment, so it does not offer good facilities for a guest. Because
of its other uses, the basement cannot be wholly converal into a
storage room. And the number of older children who come to visit is
very few.

The fact is, the spare room's many functions render it rather
useless for any one purpose. Every proposed use has a family champion.
And there are tiffs when someone gains the upper hand. For example,
when the mass of odds and ends overwhelms the study, an argument is
likely to ensue. And although the clutter is lamented, the situation is
unlikely to changeat least until a major spring cleaning occurs.
Perhaps this is the plight of spare roomsbasements, attics, and even
large closetsall across the country.

It is certainly the situation in at least one other house: the house
of intellect. At colleges and universities, in fact, the typical undergrad-
uate curriculum might be compared to a three-room house. From



campus to campus, the rooms tend to look very much alike. They are
the three traditional parts of undergraduate study: the major, du:-
tives. and general education.

The first room. the academic major, has a clear purpose and an
unchallenged tenant. It is that part of the curriculum where students
examine a specialized field in depth and develop the methods of
inquiry that a particular discipline requires. Even more obvious than
its purposes is its proprietor. The major is. without a doubt, the
province of the faculty and the academic disciplines.

Purpose and proprietorship are much the same for room two,
electives. Who would disagree that electives are the unrequited portion
-of the curriculum. a place where personal preferences can be pursued?
And who would deny that electives are the domain of students?

The third room, general education, is different from the other
two. It does not belong to anyone in particularnot the faculty, not
the students, not the administration. The purpose of this room appears
vague. Though general education can be defined as the breadth com-
ponent of a college education, any agreement beyond that quickly
fades.

Those who have championed the cause of general education have
contributed unwittingly to the confusion. Individually, they have been
wise and illuminating. But taken together, their writings appear incon-
sistent and contradictory. While_using the same term, general educa-
tiOn. they were, we suspect, talking about very different things. A. S.
Packard. the Bowdoin College professor who popularized the term,
viewed it as a prerequisite for specialized study. Alexander Meikle-
john, father of the "survey course" and creator of the University of
Wisconsin's acclaimed experimental college, considered general educa-
tion to be precisely the opposite: an antidote to specialization! John
Dewey thought of general education as "an integrative experience
underlying the unity of knowledge." But A. Lawrence Lowell, the
Harvard president who promoted distribution requirements, described
it as the sum total of "a number of general courses in wholly unrelated
areas.- In 1947, the Presidential Commission on Higher Education
defined general education as education for public participation. Yet
John Stuart Mill, years before, claimed it to be education for a satisfy-
ing private life. The famed Harvard Report of 1945, General Educa-
tion in a Free Society. called it plainly and simply "liberal education."

A



But Daniel Bell, in his book on general education. said just as posi-
tively that liberal education and general education are by no means
synonymous.'

The diversity and contradictory nature of these views underscore
the point we are making: general education is the spare room of
academia with no one responsible for its oversight and everyone per-
mitted to use it as he %yin. It is not surprising that different people. at
different places and in different times, have proposed different general
education purposes. Definitions are battlegrounds and the contradic-
tions are often surrogates for more basic education arguments. Even
so, in the absence of clear-cut goals, a hodge-podge of uses and misuses
of general education have been spawned, and a plethora of incoherent
programs hive emerged. The one consistent and persistent use to
which both general education and the spare room have been put is the
least satisfyin4: they are simply storage spaces. places to keep odds
and ends.

Like most spare rooms, general education is chronically in a state
ranging from casual neglect to serious disrepair. Sporadic efforts at
dusting. rearranging, and sprucing up al,c,rt a great deal of effort and
bring little in return. All in all. it is much easier to keep the door
closed than to rethink the room's uses.

Traveling about the country, we asked colleagues about the pur-
poses of general eduL,,rion, and we questioned reformer; about their
plans. We heard a flood of rationales for general education. Many
appear promising, but none individually. nor all of them together,
seem to go to the heart of the matter. In their variety, they represent.
instead. a patchwork response to all the problems afflicting higher
education today. General education, the spare room in the curriculum,
is the easiest place to dump those concerns that everyone agrees are
serious, but for which no one seems willing to take responsibility.

To be fair, many arguments for general education are appealing.
Yet the long list of definitions and strategies we have heard confuses
rather than clarifies the issue. They make general education appear to
he a matter of personal predilection. Without some consensus about
its purpose and meaning. the scores of different interpretations and
definitions tend to cancel each other out.

We regret this situation. General education is of critical impor-
tance to both our colleges and our society, yet it will never again be a



strong and vital part of collegiate study until it has a recognized pur-
pose of its own. The one positive sign we see is a growing willingness
within the academic community to take a fresh look at general educa-
tion. We think the new mood makes this an excellent time to clarify
both the means and the ends tit what, unhappily, has become the spare
room of academic life.

4



II

A SVCCESS1ON o RE\ IVALS

RING PAST few years, we have seen a quiet but grow-
ing swell of concern for general education across the coun-
try. Most of the institutions we visited recently are revising

their curriculum in one way or another. In aggregate, this appears to
us to be nothing less than a national revival.

In 1978, an advertisement in The Chronicle of Higher Education
asking for volunteer institutions to participate in a general education
reform project drew more than 300 responses. That represents one
out of every ten of the nation's colleges and universities.

The number of new general education books, ranging from
handbooks and histories to philosophies and policy recommendations,
is truly astounding. Between 1970 and 1979, the. number of scholarly
and professional articles on general education increased by 75 percent,
while popular articles on the subject doubled. And there has been an
outpouring of books describing general education planning at institu-
tions running the gamut from Amherst College to the University of
Vermont to Miami-Dade Community College.

General education conferences, meetings, and workshopsna-
tional and local, invitational and openappear to be increasing at a
still faster pace. Last year, there was even talk of a White House con-
ference on the subject! Many of the national higher education associa-
tions now have general education projects of their own. In one typical
association, ar,;,coximately SO percent of the membership wanted to
participate.

Funding agencies have felt this surging interest. One private
foundation reports that the volume of unsolicited general education
proposals it receives has nearly doubled. The Fund for the Improve-
ment of Postsecondary Education, the nation's public foundation for
higher education innovation, says that general and liberal education
activities comprise more than .10 percent of its current projects.

5



Concern for general education is naming deep off the campus,
too. Consider the response to Harvard's recent general education re-
forms. The Harvard plan was news from coast to coast. Newsweek.
Time, Atlantic, and network television all covered the initiative. A
Neu. York Times editorial expressed the hope that Harvard's way
would become the nation's way.' In San Francisco, the Harvard report
got front-page coverage.

Educational journals and newsletters were full of stories with
titles such as -Where Does Harvard Lead Us," -Congratulations,
But . ..- and -Revamping Core Curricula.'' Within the higher educa-
tion community, Harvard's proposed core curriculum even threatened
for a time to eclipse talk of budgets and demographics. In fact, a num-
ber of schools, including the California State Universit'. id Colleges,
announced plans to follow the Harvard lead and revise their cur-
ricula accordingiy.

Not all the attention was favorable, to be sure. A lrashiugtou
Post column lamented The Trivialization of a Harvard Education."
Harper's and the Saturday Review ran features entitled, respectively,
"Harvard Flunks a Test" and -Confusion at Harvard." But our point
remains: the news coverage was dramatic.'

Some might dismiss this fanfare as simply another example of
the "Cambridge mystique." They would be wrong. This interest is

more than a reflection of Harvard's influence, real as it is. In the late
1950s, the mid-I960s, and again in the early 1970s, Harvard proposed

other curricular reforms. Vet press coverage in each case was scant.
The difference between then and now, we believe, reflects the nation's
changed mood. Today there is a growing feeling across the land that,
once again, we need what general education has to otier.

Indeed, general education is touted on campuses from coast to coast
as the answer to almost every educational and social problem we con-
front. Some educators, shaken by the Watergate trauma, see general
education as a way of providing moral training to young people and
resetting the ethical compass of the nation.' Values and ethics courses
proliferate at institutions from Dartmouth College in New Hampshire
to Los Medanos Community College in California. Courses such as
"Professional Ethics for a Technological Era" at the University of
Puget Sound are found in the curriculum at many colleges.

Gener al education is viewed by some advocates as a way to1



combat the neo-isolationism that swept the nation in the aftermath of
the Vietnam War, In a world of shrinking resources,_ big- power con-
flict, nuclear proliferation, inexorable demographic pressures, and
inequities in the distribution of life's necessities, it is painfully obvious
that the fate of this rich and powerful nation is increasingly deter-
mined by events beyond our borders. Colleges and universities of
every shape and size are confronting this reality by creating courses and
programs to help students gain a global perspective.'

Even the familiar survey course in western civilization is viewed
with renewed interest. Stanford and the University of Massachusetts,
which abolished the western civilization requirement years ago, arc
reintroducing it. Others, including Columbia, which have continued to
require such courses, are revitalizing them and sprucing them up.

Some observers see general education as an antidote to the "new
narcissism," the self-absorption and myopic obsession with immediate
gratification that seemed so pervasive in the culture of the seventies.
Christopher Lasch, in his well-known jeremiad chronicling our con-
temporary condition, dcs ribes this phenomenon as "a retreat to purely
personal preoccupations after the political turmoil of the sixties."
"Americans," he writes, "seem to want to forget not only the sixties,
the riots, the new left, the disruptions on college campuses, Vietnam,
Watergate, and the Nixon presidency but the entire past... ."6

What we are witnessing today is the domestic equivalent of inter-
national isolationism, a weakening of the social fabric expressed in
reduced voter participation; declining pride in citizenship; the growth
of single-issue politics; and a loss of strong national leadership (or
perhaps more accurately, a widespread unwillingness to follow lead-
ers). Perhaps through general education, it is suggested, the "Me
Generation" may be jolted from its preoccupation with the self.

Still other observers see general education as the answer to the
decline in academic performance." Since the mid-1960s, as is well-
known, college admission test scores have dropped. Remedial instruc-
tion is offered on a host of campuses, and general education is being
called upon to improve the performance of students, especially in
language and mathematics. Surprisingly, this push to overcome aca-
demic deficic.ricies is occurring almost as frequently at highly selective
colleges as at open-admission institutions.

General education is also being called upon to combat the "new



.1"04.!.ty'S sui.ients ace far Mori! it)h-ori::lited than their
counterparts tit the l9bOs. The 311 SC [CC (iliFv 11)Cr,l,) arts majors
has plummeted. In contrast, suer held:, as business aod engineering
booming. the share of undergraduate enrollments in re er-orivnted
subject! has increased by SO percent since Oi69. Nearly four of every
ten undergraduates 3S percent 1 say they would leave college in/-
media:L.1y if they could get the same job now as after graduation."
Responding to this challenge, institutions as varied as California's
Scripps College. with its humanities internship program, and New
Hampshire's St. Anselm's College, with its liberal arts nursing pro-
gram, are trying to develop general education strategies directly linked
to their students' career concerns.

Additionally, general education is viewed by some as a remedy
for academic overspeciali.!ation. Today's undergraduates spend one-
third more time studvin,.: in their majors than they did in the late
I 900s. And two out of every aye juniors and seniors say they would
spend even ,):-r,e time in thei' major if other requirements were re-
dut. cd: This S\1111,1!, .M.11' from general requirements to specialized study
gained great momentum in the late 1960s and early I 90s, Many in
higher education believe it is now time !...'or the pendulum to swing
back.9

Sonic college presidents and deans see general education as a
solution to the problems of campus management. General education,
they argue!, may make the difference between survival and collapse.
Instructional costs can he reduced, so the reasoning goes, by replacing
proliferating departmental courses with a core curriculum taught by
a smaller, leane' iaculty. Even at schools where the budgetary crunch
is less acute, tenured faculty. because: of declining enrollments, will
have smaller classes, and required general education courses are seen
by some administrators as an easy remedy. Those who see faculty
inearbers as too specialized, and too remote from undergraduates,
would improve the situation by reinvigorating general education."

ai the chronic struggle over the uses of the spare room goes on.

p

Although the .general education revival we have just described is of



great sipiticance, it is by no means unique. Since the rum of the
century, the United States has experienced two other periods when
enthusiasm for general education swept across the nation's campuses.
As is the case today, each of these earlier periods was marked by a
national debate; an outpouring of books and articles; a rash of cur-
ricular experiments; and a much publicized new proposal like the
current one at Harvard, which came to epitomize the movement,

This is not to say that general education activity is limited to a
series of Great Awakenings. As any faculty member c: academic dean
can affirm, general education tinkering goes on all the time. Both
Daniel Bell's The .Reforming of Geno-al Elucation and the "Great
Books" curriculum at St. Johr' in Maryland were produced when inter-
est in general education wag on the decline at many institutions. Our
point is that while general education reform is an ongoing process,
there are times when the pace accelerates, when the level of activity
rises. In such times, general education reform on campus ,,,..comes not
the exception, but the rule.

The first general education revival of this century occurred about
the rime of World War I =In 19I-i, President Alexander Meiklejohn
of Amherst College introduced a survey course entitled "Social and
Economic institutions." It was a wide- angle view co society designed to
introduce students to the "humanistic sciences." It was also an itternpr
to put the ideas of John Dewey into practice. As early as 1902 Dewey
had said that the disarray and congestion of the typical college cur-
riculum was not simply a consequence of poor teaching, as many
claimed, but rather a result of the rapid expansion of knowledge.
Dewey's remedy was an overview course he rather grandiosely
described as "a survey, at least, of tO.e universe in its manifold phases
from which a student can get an 'orientation' to the larger world." "

The movement launched by Dewey and Meiklejohn gained
momentum after the First World War, with the -survey course" as
its centerpiece. In 1919, Columbia University introduced "Contem
porary Civilization" and required all freshmen to enroll. This new
coursea combination of a wartime army training :'.ass called "War
Issues" and a post-war acid-on called "Peace Issues"was described in
the 1919-20 Columbia catalogue in broad and ambitious terms:

The aim of the course is to inform the student of the more

9



outstanding and inthientiat factors of his physical and social
environment n he chief features of the intellectual, economic,
and political life of today are treated and considered with their
dependence on and their difference from the past. The great
events of the last century in the history of the countries no,..;
more closely linked in international relations are reviewed,
and the insistent problems, inteowl and international, which
they now are facing are given detailed consideration. By thus
giving the student, early in his college course, objective
material on which to base his own judgment, it is thought he
will be aided in an intelligent participation in the civilization
of his own day..12

Dartmouth and Reed followed suit with their own survey courses.
Soon such courses were turning up on campuses all over the country,
with at least 30 schools simply copying the Columbia or Reed designs.

Toward the end of this general education revival, sev:ral well-
known experimental colleges were born. In 1927, the Meiklejohn
College was started at the University of Wisconsin. Here the survey
course becam_ a two -year program examining Greece in the Age of
Pericles and the contemporary United States, In 1928, Missouri's
Stephens College., a two-year institution for women, introduced a new
curriculum based on "life needs" as distilled from activity diaries kept
by 300 women college graduates in 37 states. And in 1932, the Uni-
versity of Minnesota created its own General College.

The most hotly debated experiment of the period was "the Col-
lege" at the University of Chicago. Toe person whose name is inex-
tricably linked with this venture is, of course, Robert Hutchins. In
reality, the College was a series of experiments. It was launched before
Hutchins arrived and continued not only after he retired, but even
after the initial wave of general interest had long faded. The College
at Chicago was a radical approach to general education, embodying, in
.varying degree, great books, interdisciplinary courses, early college
admission, cowl% 'iensive examinations, and a four-year, fully-required
course of study. -The prestige of the University of Chicago and the
charisma of Robert Hutchins caught the nations imagination. Parts of
the Chicago program were repiicared in experimental colleges, honors



colleges, and schools across the country. St. Johns College is a direct
desc,ndant of the Chicago plan.

All of these experiments that followed the First World War were
very much a reflection of the times. With the end of Roosevelt's
"Square Deal" and Wilson's "New Freedom," the reform impulse in
American i-olitics diminished. By and large, the concern for municipal
reform, corporate regulation, and social welfare legislation that had
characterized the Frogressive era languished. In the disillusioned after-
math of the First World War. many Americans turned away front
vigorous, activist leadership of the Throdore Roosevelt and Woodrow

variety. With the erection of Warren G. Harding and the
Republican administrations that followed until 1933, the reform urge
gave way to a conservative, business-like approach to government.

The middle class, once the backbone of Progressivism, turned to
more hedonistic concerns. Muted now were the ca' Is for social justice,
the preachments about civic responsibility, and the commitment to the
common good. Writing in 1933, the President's Research Committee
on Social Trends discerned "a new attitude toward hardship as a thing
to be .:voided by living in the here and now." " As the social historian
Fredcrkk Lewis Allen put it, the nation in the 1920s was "spiritually
tired":

Wearied by the excitements of the war and the nervous ten-
sion of the big Red Scare (1919-1920), [Americans] hoped
for quiet and healing. Sick of Wilson and his talk of Amer-
ica's duty to humanity, callous to political idealism, they hoped
for a chance to pursue their private affairs without govern-
mental interference and to forget about public affairs. There
might be no such word in the dictionary, as normalcy, but
normalcy was what they wanted."

In the midst of this drift toward personal and national isolation, gen-
eral education was revived. As in our days, the movement was seen as
the answer to almost every major academic and social problem. Far
some, general education provided a weapon against the misplaced
emphasis of the typical college curriculum of the 1920s. Others be-
lieved that colleges and universities had gone too far in catering to
individual interests. Then as now, overspecialization, excessive voca-



tionalism, and, above all, the free-elective system were criticized for
ignoring the broad purposes of education. General education, it was
argued, would help restore the balance.

Others saw general education as a way to revive the misplaced
reform agenda of Progressivism. In ways not made clear, general edu-
cation courses were to help eliminate machine politics and municipal
corruption, revive concern for social justice, and help integrate newly
arrived immigrants into the mainstream of American life.'

General education was also seen as an answer to the intolerance
and conformity of the 1920s. As Dewey and Meiklejohn were end-
lessly insisting, it would help young people understand and find a
useful place in a complex industrial society on an interconnected
globe.'

And at a less exalted level, general education was viewed by
some colleges as a w.ty to gain status by emulating prestige institutions
such as Amherst, Columbia, and Chicago.*

But above all, for older Americans who were still rooted in the
certitudes of the pre-191-i world, general education would combat the
cynicism and disillusionment of the younger generation. Perhaps gen-
eral education reform could revive the heady idealism and sense of
national unity that had so suddenly and so mysteriously faded with the
signing of the Armistice in November 1918.*

This long list of purposes suggests to us that the general educa-
tion movements were deeply confused about their goals and values.
Still more significantly perhaps, it indicates that reformers had very
different notions about what the university should do and where society
should go. Some of the arguments advanced were trivial while others
were substantial. Key distinctions were not made between such rad-
ically different approaches as chose at Stephens College and St. Johns
College. Most important, general education advocates failed to
recognize inherent contradictions in thinking. Perhaps the central
contradiction in the general education rhetoric of the 1920s was
between the demand that higher education adapt to the complexities
of the modern world, and the equally insistent call to recapture the
idealism and cultural unity of the prewar era.

'See Appendix A for a full listing of rationales for general education in the
postAX'orld \Var I era.
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Interestingly, while this first surge of general education interest
was sparked by events beyond the campus, another noncampus crisis,
the Great Depression, hastened its During the early Depression
years, college enrollment dropped. Student recruiting by business and
industry plummeted. In 1935, an estimated one-third of the previous
year's graduating class was unemployed, and another third held jobs
for whi,:h they had "no interest, talent, or training."' Students wanted
what everyLudy else wanted: jobs.

In response, there was a shift from general to vocational educa-
tion. I,n 1933, 75 percent of undergraduates enrolled in the arts and
sciences. In 1936, the figure had dropped to 69 percent. And by 1937,
it was only 6-1 percent. The largest enrollment increases were in engi-
neering and business administration' and commerce. In the end, it was
this Depression-fueled enrollment shift that halted the revival.

The second general education revival of this century followed a
similar pattern. Again, the movement came on the heels of a world
war. The New Deal and all it had come to stand forpolitical leader-
ship, social legislation, a common national agendahad been over-
shadowed by the war. Once again, Americans turned inward. And the
mood of the country was familiar. Joseph C. Goulden in his popular-
ized account of the postwar years, The Best Years, said that the United
States in the 1950s:

went into a holding period intellectually, morally, politically.
Perhaps the pause was inevitable, even necessary; the nation
was weary from depression, war, and reconversions, and the
Eisenhower years proved singularly undemanding. The result,
regardless, was a generation content to put its trust in govern-
ment and in authority, to avoid deviant pOlitical ideas, to enjoy
material comfort without undue worry about the invisible
intrinsic costs. America misplaced, somewhere and somehow,
the driving moral force it had carried out of the world
war.... There were times, during the 1950s, when the entire
nation seemed to be saying, 'Leave me alone.'

The nation's preoccupations seemed more personal and less social.
During this period, altruism declined. Charitable contributions fell off,
yet expenditures on personal items such as jewelry and clothing in-
creased.' With the sacrifices and shortages of the Depression and wai



years still vividly in mind, a -catch-up- mentality spread across the
land.

But on the nation's campuses, a more reflective, more sober atti-
tude was stirring. World War 11 had been a profound intellectual and
spiritual shock to many academics. Germany, that great center of
scholarship, had spawned the barbarities of Nazism. Buchenwald and
Auschwitz seemed to mock decades of lofty rhetoric about education's
ennobling and civilizing power. Explosive revolutionary energy was
stirring all over the world. A great power struggle with the Soviet
Union loomed on the horizon. Most disturbing of all was the awesome
power of the atomic bomb. Could this genie of science, once unleashed,
be harnessed to humanistic purposes? It was against this somber back-
ground that American educators began to ponder once again the place
of general education in academic life.

As a harbinger of this revival, a one-year western civilization
course flourished at Stanford in '939. Denison University in 1942

-., offered a core course entitled 'Problems of Peace and Post-War Re-\
construction.- Later, Wesleyan, in Connecticut, introduced a freshman
gelral education seminar. In the early 19I0s the American Council
on Education launched an ambitious fifteen-year general education
research project that produced at least seven volumes. And the 1950s
witnessed several experiments linking general education in high
schools and colleges. Most notable was a project involving Andover,
Exeter, Lawrenceville, Harvard, Princeton, and Yale.

But it was the I9.i5 Harvard report on General Education in a
Free So.-iety that became the national symbol of renewal.' This vol-
ume, informally called the -Redbook," was a 267-page report pro-
(kiced by a Harvard faculty committee after two years of study at a
cost of 560,000. The committee not only called for a core curriculum
at Harvard, but set a general education agenda for the nation's second-
ary schools, higher education establishment, and the larger community.
Interest was immediate and widespread. Variations of the Harvard
plan were adopted all across the countr --though not in Cambridge
itself. where, ironically, the Harvard faculty rejected the proposals.
Two years later, a White I-louse Commission on Higher Education for
Democracy enthusiastically endorsed general education.

Like its predecessor, this new revival was also a product of the
times. Once again, general education was called upon to combat evils



both on and off the campus. As in the 1920s, general education was
asked to do battle with those academic bugaboos vocationalism, over-
specialization, and the elective curriculum.*

Other familiar themes were dusted off. General education was
needed to train citizens for public responsibility, remind them of their
common heritage, promote "self-realization," and introduce nonsci-
entists to the world of science. In addition, general education would
help returning veterans, the updated immigrant newcomers, to inte-
grate themselves into American life.*

Cutting through the familiar rhetoric, a new, more urgent note
was sounded: the Western democracies were now engaged in intense
conflict with "world communism" rooted in the Soviet Union. This
struggle was ideological and spiritual no less than political and mili-
tary. If the United States were to prevail, it was essential that the
central values of American and Western civilization be re:ill-Irma.
"Education for democracy" became the rallying cry. The authors of
the Harvard "Recibook" defined their purpose as a "quest for a con-
cept of general education that would have validity for the free society
which we cherish." The Cold War did not alone cause the general
education revival in the late I 9.i0s and the 1950s, but it gave it a
sense of urgency and historic purpose.*

As in the 1930s, it was a dramatic national crisis, this time
Sputnik, that slowed this second general education revival. The 1957
SOviet space satellite was viewed as a Russian triumph over the tech-
nological and educational capacity of America. The response was a
wave of academic specialization in the schools, with emphasis on sci-
ence, foreign languages, and programs for the gifted.

After Sputnik, the average number of courses required to com-
plete an academic major increased. In the natural sciences, for example,
requirements typically rose by one full course. The number of honors
programs, with an emphasis on early specialization, doubled. -.he num-
ber of students enrolled in advanced placement, allowing them to
by-pass general education requirements, increased more than two-
fold. And senior theses more than tripled.' Ironically, the Cold War

'See Appendix A for a full listing of general education rationales during the
post-World War II era.
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competition, w hich had done so much to fuel this second wave of inter-
CS( IR general CLILICAtItIll, (IOW IICirCLI to kill it.

General education was further battered by the social turbulence
of the sixties. The required CLIffitAllitIll Vv.ts ;atacked by campus radicals
and educational reformers alike for its rigidity- its narrownessind its
failure to meet the needs of traditionally by-passed students. Minorities
Arid, later, feminists vic-wed general education requirements \vith par-
ticular suspicion, figuing that they reflected only one narrow vision of
the world. Relevance" and -diversity- became the new shibboleths to
be worshipped.

These .1CCUSatiOnS ,A ere not \vithout validity. General education
requirements often did present ,1 parochial view of human experience.
Lacking a clear and convin,:ing purpose, the entire house of cards
collapsed. During the late I960s ..ind early general education
requirements declined by approximately percent. They were re-
duced in such core areas as English, foreign languages, and mathe-
matics:20

But even as support for general education was eroding, the seeds
of the contemporary revival were beginning to take runt.
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RAL t'( \
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-N $URVEYING THE LITERATI'llF of the three general education
reform movements of this century, we found literally dozens of

_ goals reflecting different views of the world and different visions
of what the nation's colleges and universities should be. (Our list of
goals will be found in Appendix A.) Some of these objectives now
seem institutionally self-serving and dated, if not embarrassingly
jingoistic. One is tempted to conclude that general education is simply
a mirror of what happens to be bothering a particular writer at a
given time.

To a remarkable degree, these successive general education re-
forms did reflect the social concerns of their respective eras. Each move-
ment occurred in a period of social drift and personal preoccupation.
The movements were the products of times when war destroyed com-
munity, when political participation declined, when government efforts
to set a common social agenda weakened, when international isolation
was on the rise, and when individual altruism decreased. And a careful
look suggests that, despite apparent conflicts and contradictions, gen-
eral education activity from 191-i to the present reveals a significant,
recurrent theme. Each general education revival moved in the direction
of community and away from social fragmentation. The focus con-
sistently has been on shared values, shared responsibilities, shared gov-
ernance, a shared heritage, ind a shared orld vision. To us, this is an
important point. It suggests that the ebb and flow of general educa-
tion is, in fact, a mirror of broader shifts in the nation's mood.

During each revival, general education sr)kesmen consistently
have been worried about a society that appeared to be losing cohesion,
splintering into countless individual atoms, each flying off in its own
direction, each pursuing its own selfish ends. They have been con-
vinced that our common life must be reaffirmed, our common goals
redefined, our common problems confronted. The specific agenda-
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the preservation of democracy, the promoting of a common heritage,
the development of citizen responsibility, a renewed commitment to
ethical bchavi,,r, the enhancement of global perspectives, the integra-
tion of diverse groups into the larger societyhas varied. But the under-
lying concern has remained remarkably constant. It reflects the never-
ending tension between the individual and the group, between
freedom and control, between independence and interdependence.

All societies, argued John Locke, are bound together by a tacit
social contract, a compact among individuals who cede a portion of
their autonomy for what is defined as the greater good. In exchange for
this concession, every citizen expects certain services, specified protec-
tions, and agreed-upon rights and freedoms.

The contract is a pliant one. In most societies, it seems to move
first in one direction, then another. When too great an emphasis is
placed on group relationship, individuals feel herded, smothered, and
restrained. They lament the lack of privacy and the intrusions of social
obligations; they demand more opportunity to express their individ-
uality and be themselves." In contrast, when the pendulum swings
strongly toward individualism and independence, people are apt to
feel alone, isolated in an apathetic and uncaring world. In response,
they move in the opposite direction, seeking to renew ties with their
fellow human beings. Accepting this Lockean view, we suggest that it
is precisely at these times, when social bonds. are weakened, that gen-
eral education movements take root.

The perennial tension between the individual and the community
is mirrored in the college curriculum. The elective portion of the cur-
riculum acknowledges individualismthe right of each person to act
independently and make personal choices. So does an academic major;
here the student, within limits, is permitted to decide what he or she
wants to study.

General education is a different matter. This portion of the cur-
riculum is rooted in the belief that individualiSm, while essential, is not
sufficient. It says thar the individual also shares significant relationships
with a larger community. In this manner, general ec.., cation affirms our
connectedness. It is the educational tool we reach for in our search for
renewal of the frayed social compact. Through general education on
the one hand, and majors and electives on the other, the college cur-
riculum recognizes both our independence and our interdependence.
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It acknowledges the necessary balance between individual preferences
and community needs. Just as we search politically and socially to
maintain the necessary balance between the two, so in education we
seek the same end.

This is not to say that general education should promote intellec-
tual conformity or a sterile acquiescence to the notion of social co-
hesion. We are not talking about a spurious "togetherness" or an
artificial consensus where none, in fact, exists. Quite the opposite. The
kind of general education we envisage will focus on issues about which
people feel most deeply, on points where conflict and controversy are
most likely to occur. What will be shared is not a common set of con-
clusions, but a common agenda for study and investigation and a
common discourse. The meaning of that agenda can be interpreted in
many different waysand surely it will be.

What, then, do we see as the agenda for general education?
Simply stated, it is those experiences, relationships, and ethical con-
cerns that are common to all of us simply by virtue of our member-
ship in the human family at a particular moment in history. General
education is an institutional affirmation of society's claim on its
members.

We do not assert that this description of general education is
particularly novel. It is as old as the Greeks, and throughout the years,
it has had eloquent exponents. Woodrow Wilson, when he was presi-
dent of Princeton, called for a general education that would focus on
the common experiences,- the common thought's and struggles, the old
triumphs and defeats. And Mark Van Doren of Columbia University
once spoke of the connectedness of things" as a major concern of
educators.'

We do claim, however, that this kind of general education should
be revitalized, not as a nostalgic return to a neglected tradition, but
because it is urgently required. Today's students are the products of a
society in which the call for individual gratification booms forth on
every side while the social claim is weak and enfeebled. Current college
freshmen were one year old when John Kennedy was killed. They were
six when Johnson's Great Society ended, when Robert Kennedy and
Martin Luther King were assassinated, and when our cities were burned
in riots. They were eleven when the United States disengaged from
Vietnam. And they were twelve when the President of the United
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States resigned from office in disgrace while other high administration
officials %tete imprisoned as criminals. They hive grown up in a frac-
tured. atotni./ed world in which problems multiply and solutions seem
increasingly elusive. When undergraduates are asked which events
most influenced their rhinking. they answer most frequently "Water-
gate" and 'Vietnam.

Today's young people are understandably more cynical and less
optimistic than their recent predecessors. They are educationally more
competitive, ge ared toward training for jobs. and more committed to
getting higher grades. While students are optimistic about their own
futures, believing they will get good jobs, good money. and good
things. they are pessimistic about the future of the nation and the
world. Consequently. college students are more committed to their
personal futures than to the future we face together.

S -11y, most colleges exacerbate this tendency toward self-preoc-
cupation and social isolation. The academic major and electives, with
their emphasis on individual interests, are made the centerpiece of col-
legiate study while general education is in shambles. On campus after
campus. there is no agreement about the meaning of a college educa-
tion. We are more confident about the length of a baccalaureate degree
program than we arc about its substance.

In 1972, a Stanford University faculty committee proposed a new
general education program, having dropped such a requirement a few
years before. The student newspaper, in a biting attack on the faculty
proposal, said in a front-page editorial that the new requirement
would:

remove from students the right to choose for themselves... .

This is not to deny that courses in western culture are valuable
and that most students could benefit from them. To require
such a course, however, carries a strong, illiberal connotation.
. . . It imposes a uniform standard on nonuniform people.'

We find this a startling statement. It is startling that the student editor
failed to understand that while we are indeed "nonuniform,- we are at
the same time interdependent. We do have a shared cultural heritage,
a shared agenda of urgent contemporary problems, and a shared future
that cannot be ignored. Uniformity and interrelatedness are not
synonymous.



As a global society, we simply cannot afford a generation that
fails to see or care about such connections. Just a little over three years
ago. President Sadat of Egypt said he would like to address the Israeli
parliament. flours later, satellites transmitted his remarks around the
world. Days later, Barbara Walters, Walter Cronkite, and John Chan-
cellor arrived in Cairo. Millions of people all around the world
watched at home as an Egyptian plane touched down On Israeli soil.

It does not diminish what happened diplomatically in the Middle.
East to suggest that perhaps the most important consequence of this
remarkable episode was the riveting of the whole world s attention on
one single, breathtaking, symbolic imagea handshake by two former
enemies. Instantly, 500 million people felt their -connectedness." Their
perspective was expanded. and, for a moment, the world was moved
by a bold gesture on behalf of peace.

Since that day, we have all shared the hope and disappointment of
Camp David. We have watched a dynasty topple in Iran. And we saw
the United States held hostage for over a year by one religious leader
10.000 miles away. Painfully, we have found that our gas pumps seem
somehow connected to the Middle East. We have discovered, too, that
American industry is almost wholly dependent on foreign sources for
chromium, cobalt, bauxite, manganese, and tin. And now we vaguely
sense that a child born today into a world of 5 billion people, if he or
she attains age 60, will be sharing the earth with three times as many
human beings. Global interdependence is, quite literally, hitting us
from every side.

A college curriculum cannot ignore or diminish this aspect of our
experience. To deny our relationship with one another and with our
common home, Earth, is to deny the realities of existence. It is as irre-
sponsible to imply to students that they have nothing in common as it
would be to suggest that they are alike.

This recognition in no way diminishes our individual diversity.
The uniqueness of each individual is a fact to be cherished, not de-
plored. To recognize that this nation is not one culture but many; to
defend the rights of minorities; to preserve the right to dissent, even
to disobey, are to acknowledge the essentials of a free society. To the
extent that our colleges and universities have expanded their enroll-
ments, broadened their curricula, and responded to the diversity of the
students they enroll, they, and the nation, can be justly proud. Students
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must be free to fultill their own unique purposes and goals. That is
why we have a wide range of electives, and why each student should he
encouraged to pursue fully his or her own preferred academic con-
centration.

But this cannot he all. While affirming diversity, we also must
acknowledge the claims of the larger society that give meaning to our
lives. General education should be reatiirmed not as a sentimental tra-
dition, but precisely because' our future well-being, and perhaps even
our survival. may depend on whether students understand the reality
Of interdependence.

We believe the mission of general education is to help students
understand that they are not only autonomous individuals, but also
members of a human community to which they are accountable. In
education, as in life itself, one aspect of our being must not be allowed
to the other. hi calling for a reatlirmatioo of general education,
our aim is to help restore the balance. General education, rather than
contiaaing as the spare room in the house of intellect, must have a
central purpose of its own.

At a recent meeting of the American Asso tion for the Ad-
vancement of Science, Dr. Lewis Thomas, acknowledging that these
are not the best of times for the human mind, went on to observe:

I cannot begin to guess at all the causes of our cultural sad-
ness, not even the most important ones, but I can think of one
thing that is wrong with us and eats away at us: we do not
know enough about ourselves. We are ignorant about how we
work, about where we tit in, and most of all about the enor-
mous, imponderable system of life in which we are embedded
as working parts.'

Dr. Thomas concluded by saying -if ,leis century does not slip forever
through our fingers it will be because learning will have directed us
away from our splintered dumbness and will have helped us focus on
our common goals.- This, it seems to us, sums up both the purpose
and the urgency of general education.



IV
A LOOK AT CLRRENT PRACTICE

WE MAY AGREE on a clear, unifying purpose for general
education, but this is only the beginning. The crucial
next step is to translate that purpose into a well-shaped

program. Just as the faculty of each department is obliged to deter-
mine what constitutes a major, so the institution as a whole must make
sense of general education.

How well are we succeeding in translating purpose into practice?
How effectively are the myriad general education programs fulfilling
the fundamental aims of common learning? To answer these questions,
we must look at current programs in terms of content (what students
are required to study), process (how students are required to study),
and outcomes (what students are expected to achieve).

THE CONTENT OF GENERAL EDUCATION

For the most part, the content of general education is housed within
traditional academic disciplines, those bodies of knowledgeEnglish,
biology, art, history, and the likearound which colleges and uni-
versities organize their work. Traditionally, these subjects are clustered
together in what we call departments. They are further grouped in
divisions: humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, and the fine
arts. About 95 percent of all colleges and universities base their general
education programs, at least in part, on a study of selected courses
within these academic departments and divisions.'

But the content of general education goes beyond the traditional
disciplines to encompass interdisciplinary courses. These vary from
simple blends of two disciplines; such as "The Artist as Philosopher"
and "Biology and Religion," to vast collages like "Modes of Experi-
ence: Science, History, Philosophy, and the Arts." The aim is to bridge
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the gap between the specialities, to interweave them. Nearly one-
quarter of all colleges have interdisciplinary courses, but the total
number is small when compared to general education offerings

Even less common are programs built on themes. But their
diversity is enormous. They include programs that focus on work ex-
perience at Antioch College; on human problems in the context of
such topics as "Conflict and Conflict Resolution" at John Jay College
in New York City; on ways of knowing in a freshman seminar series
on "Modes of Thought" at Brown University; and on use of the Great
Books to explore the enduring ideas of the Western world at St. Johns
College.

The point is clear. Colleges tend to organize the content of gen-
eral education in two ways: narrowly, on the basis of traditional disci-
plines, or broadly, on the basis of interdisciplinary courses or themes,
with a distinct accent on the former. After examining programs based
on these two strategies, we conclude that they only infrequently achieve
the real purpOse of general education.

The argument in defense of a discipline-based general education
program one hears most frequently is that "this is the way universities
are organized... Higher education has historically divided knowledge
into specialized departments and divisions, and to focus on these units
of inquiry is to discover the full range of our accumulated wisdom.

We find this argument unpersuasive. It is true, of course, that the
root word universitas. means "the whole." It is also true that, at its
origin in the Middle Ages, the university was a guild or corporation of
scholars associated in a shared intellectual enterprise. But as knowledge
expanded, the structure of the academy grew more and more complex.
The university began to organize itself on the basis of selected spe-
cialties that became the essence of the academic profession. Gradually,
these artificial structural arrangements came to be considered essential
for "disciplined" inquiry.

Today's imposing panoply of academic disciplines and depart-
ments is simply an historical artifact. It reflects the evolution (and
fossilation ) of a single human institution, the university. We should
remind ourselves from time to time that these artificial structures do
not exhaust the totality of human experience, or even the universe of
knowledge. Indeed, our current way of dividing the curriculum into



departments and divisions has substantial drawbacks. Scholars arc sep-
arated-from one another, and students are encouraged to see the world
of learning in a chopped-up, fragmented fashion, as through the seg-
mented eye of a fly.

When we force general education into discrete departmental con-
tainers, its purposes are frequently subverted. The focus is too narrow.
Connections are not made. When students are required to take a
language course, a science course, and a history course, frequently they
are simply introduced to these specialties from the point of view of a
linguist, a scientist, and an historian. Each course has distinct bound-
aries; each inquiry is isolated from the other. Little thought is given
to how the separate disciplines might actually contribute to a truly
general education. If anything, the quc lion is often posed the other
way: how can general education contribute to the disciplines?

We are not suggesting that existing academic structures be aban-
doned. They are essential if scholarship is to be pursued. But we must
also remember that the units of scholarly activity we call the disciplines
have been organized for the purposes of specialization, not general
education. They can be valuable allies of common learning, but they
should not be viewed as its end.

The thematic approach, in theory at least, is significantly better.
Here the emphasis is not on separate disciplines, but on ideas and
issues that go beyond the traditional academic structure. The thematic
and interdisciplinary approaches we have seenon the nature of work,
conflict and conflict resolution, and enduring ideas of the Western
worlddo reach across departmental lines and focus on essential
human issues.

What troubles us is that the vast majority of thematic programs
seem so casually conceived. The topics often appear almost randomly
Selected. They touch only a fraction of the significant relationships that
are widely shared. No guiding principle determines which themes are
selected for study and which are passed over. One year they move in
one direction, the next in another. The result is a grab hag of unre-
lated topics, often novel, occasionally significant, but almost always
disconnected.

Actually, an interdisciplinary program may provide a useful ap-
proach to general education. So might theme-oriented courses. Even
the disciplines can contribute to general education if they look outward
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and not itmard. But all these approaches should be viewed as a means
to a larger end. It is a serious mistake to equate one curricular strategy,
such as an interdisciplinary curriculum or theme courses, with the god!
of ,!.:,Cfleral education. The two are not the same.

I ill LI;()( C}I k_At l DI \ i It)\

We require students to study the content of general education in a
variety of ways. Sometimes the college dictates the courses to be
sradicd. Sometimes the student is in charge. Frequently one finds a
compromise between these two approaches.

The most common procedure is the familiar "distribution re-
,juircmcnt. l'mler this arrangement, students are required to take a
minimum number of courses or credits in several broad fields of study.
Ninetytive percent of the nations colleges have such an arrangement.'

Distribution requirements come in a variety of shapes and sizes.
In what are commonly called prescribed distributions, the college dic7
rates most of the requirements, with few electives. For example, the
Harvard Redbook proposed that all students take required courses in
English composition, humanities, and social sciences; either of two
courses in the natural sciences; plus three electives in humanities,
social sciences, and natural sciences. More than seven out of ten distri-
bution requirements now take this forma blend of specified courses,
guided options, and a few electives:`

Distribution arrangements known as smorgasbord requirements
are less structured, giving more freedom to the student. At the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, for example, students can satisfy general edu-
cation requirements by taking a foreign language and three courses in
any two of the following areas outside of their majors: humanities,
social science, natural science, or interdisciplinary studies. About 0 le-
quarter of all distribution requirements are of this type."

Other distributions are only recommended by the college, not
required. Students at Trinity College in Connecticut are urged to take
courses in four theme areaslanguage and ocher symbolic systems,
human interaction with the natural world, human social institutions,
and forms of culture. Whether such courses are actually taken is en-
tirely at the discretion of the student.
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Another pattern is the 56'4-paced distribution program. At Hamp-
shire College in Massachusetts, general education is linked to examina-
tions and projects rather than to specific courses. Hampshire has re-
qUirementS in the natural sciences and mathematics, language and
communications, social sciences, and humanities and art, but students
are largely responsible for determining ;:ow and when these require-
ments will be met.

Still more open-ended is the contract approach to common learn-
ing. This is an arrangement worked out by a student and advisor to
meet distribution requirements. At Metropolitan State University in
Minnesota, for example, each student has a personally-tailored pro-
gram to provide exposure in five broad areas: basic skills, personal
growth and development, civic skills, vocational skills, and cultural
and recreational skills.

These varied distribution requirements are tied by a common
thread. All assume that students do need some common educational
experiences. How those experiences are achieved can take many forms,
controlled in varying degrees by both the college and the student.

Around the country today, one finds two sharply contrasting
alternatives to the distribution approach. The first is the wholly re-
quired course of study with no electives, often called the core curricu-
lum. The earliest core program in America dates from 16-42. This,
the first college curriculum, was a rigid three-year program including
just twelve subjects. All students advanced in lock-step fashion, study-
ing together one subject a day from 8:00 a.m; until 5:00 p.m., Mon-
day through Friday, and a half-day Saturday. In the first year, they took
logic, Greek and Hebrew, rhetoric, divinity catechetical, history, and
the nature of plants. The second year included ethics and politics,
Aramaic, and further studies in rhetoric and divinity catechetical. The
final year was capped by arithmetic, astronomy, Syriac, more Greek,
and what year would be complete without it?rhetoric and divinity
catechetical.

A more contemporary example of the core approach is a new
45-credit program introduced by St. Joseph's College in Indiana. All
students are required to take eight "theme" courses: "The Contempo-
rary Situation" and "The Hebrew and .Graeco -Roman Heritage" in
the freshman year; -The Middle Ages" and ."The Modern World"
in the sophomore year; and "Man in the Universe" and "Nonwestern
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Studies" in the junior year. The final year at St. Joseph's is capped by
"Toward a Christian Humanism" and "Christianity' and the Human
Situation."

These two core curricula, one from the 17th century and one
from the 20th, differ enormously in detail, but the underlying assump-
tion is the same. The framers of both agree that each student should
study the same subjects, and that they should be studied in the same
fashion. Today, about 2 of every 100 colleges in the United States
has such a program.".

The second, and even rarer, alternative to the distribution ap-
proach is just the opposite. It is wholly elective. There are no require-
ments. All is left to the student. At first blush, this looks like a

contradiction, but every institution with such a program we know of
expresses a strong commitment to general education. For example,
one college claims that since all its courses are of equal merit, no one
course in particular needs to be required! Another college supports
general education, but says the student,. not the institution, should
determine its content. Today only about ,3 of every 100 colleges have
such a program.'

These three approaches -core, distribution, and electives consti-
tute a continuum. At one end, the core curriculum holds that all
students need to know the same things and should learn them in the
same fashion. At the other, the wholly elective curriculum is based
on the notion that all people need to know different things and should
learn things in a variety of ways. In the vast terrain between these
two extremes is the distribution approach, rooted in the belief that all
students need to know -genera!!y" the same things, but that they can
learn them in a variety of ways.

How do these different approaches achieve the purposes of gen-
eral education? I.et us begin with the core curriculum. This approach
is a product of a time when colleges did not acknowledge individual
differences. Education was guided by a vision of coherence, based on a

shared social structure, a common view of how all young minds
should be trained, and a more or less common set of theological and
ethical assumptions. Within this framework bitter disputes sometimes
raged, but from today's perspective there was a frozen and monolithic
character to it all.

Out of this environment, a concern for the individual evolved
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in the only fashion it could: slowlv, in tits and starts, with a few new
technical and scientific subjects here, a modern language elective there.
Curricular diversity mirrored the growing social and cultural diversity
among students. But these reforms were predictably resisted. As late
as 1828, the Yale faculty was still fighting doggedly' against the propo-
sition that each student "be allowed to select those branches of study
which arc most to his taste, which are best adapted to his peculiar
talents, and which are most nearly connected with his intended pro-
fession." s For them, this belief vas still heresy.

Yet heresies have a way of becoming orthodoxies. Declining
enrollments and changing student interests sped the process. Indus-
trialization, immigration, urban growth, and a Civil War changed the
character of society. Research and the explosion of new knowledge
broke up the traditional categories of academic study. The curriculum
was moving toward the preparation of specialists. And students were
beginning to organize their own courses of study.

In 1869, Harvard University inaugurated both a new president
and the era of free electives. In 1872, it abolished senior year require-
ments. Seven years later, juniors were liberated. In eight ,mare years,
sophomores were freed. Finally, in 1897, Harvard requirements were
reduced to a single year of freshman rhetoric.

By the 1890s, to fight the elective curriculum was to buck the
tide. Consider the College of Charleston. That tiny institution of only
thirty students clung to its classical core curriculum until 1897, when
an elective system was introduced. Within two years, a new dormitory
was needed to house the overflow of applicants!? Individualism had
become king in undergraduate education. Commonality gave way to
diversity. President Eliot of Harvard called it "variation," but the
principle was the same,'

A curriculum based on diversity represented a sharp departure
from the colonial college. Instead of reflecting the outlook and needs
of a cohesive community, education was geared increasingly to the
interests of the individual student. Instead of offering a common edu-
cation for all, colleges began to r;ffer an individualized education to
each student.

Enthusiasm for a curriculum shaped entirely by the student
reached a peak of popularity in th,.! early 20th century, and then
gradually declined. Distribution requirements championed by A.



Lawrence Lowell he became president of larvard in 1909
emerged as the compromise between the rigidity of the core and the
randomness of electives. And this is about w here we stand today.

Gken shat we have concluded about the purpose of general
education, .1 program based wholly on electives se, ms clearly unac-
ceptable. Emphasizing only the differences in student background,
interests, and goals runs counter to the idea of a shared education.
Concluding that there are no common experiences or shared concerns
to be explored risks turning campuses into acadeMic supermarkets,
places where students come in, shop around for eight semesters, and
then check out with no questions asked. \\'e would like to believe that
an unguided, random course selection by students might achieve the
general education goals we have in mind, but a survey of the literature
suggests the opposite.

\Ve also conclude that the smorgasbord distribution approach,
while appealing, rarely serves the purposes of general cdu, tion effec-
tively. Even when a few specific courses are required, the selection
usually lacks rationale or coherence. The interpretation of "com-
monality- is largely quantitative. What students -share- is six credits
of science or a couple of courses in the social sciences, three credit,
of economics, or three credits of psychology. A distribution require-
ment in English can be satisfied equii;ly well by a course on literature
from creation to the Renaissance.; a course on Faulkner; or even
courses in journalism, film, or creative writing. This is not general
education!

\Ve do not reject the principle of diversity in education. In fact,
ve applaud it. The fixed curriculum of the colonial college is as much
;An anachronism as the stocks in the village square. Our world would
be unrecognizable to the men who founded Harvard College in 1636.
The era of the tightly knit sectarian community has given way to the

of the complex industrial society. Today's students are incredibly
note heterogenous than their colonial college ancestors. They repre-

sent i.. wider range of ability levels, learning styles, backgrounds, and
goals. We must offer them a diverse curriculum. fn the ac:idemic
major and electives, individual differences must be served.

But diversity does not suggest an appropriate philosophy for
genera! education. Provision must also be made for commonality. Only
cur.. programs and 1,7:_k.r-h.::(1 distributions seem to have a real pmen-



tial for responding to the purposes of general education we have in
mind. Few of these programs are now successful. Many core curricula
a re too narrowly focused and fail to explore the broader human rela-
tionships. Most prescribed distributions define the purposes so broadly,
and permit so many different and unrelated courses to satisfy require-
ments, that, again, no sense of commonality emerges. Goals are not
clear. \\'hatever the means of general education may be, at the heart
of the enterprise must be the recognition that beyond our individual
differences lie fundamental human relationships, common experiences,
and collective concerns that can and must be thoughtfully expixed
by all students.

Ili: I R I I (:1fit)N

The final element in our examination of current practices relates to
outcomes. Rather than trying to tell people what they should study

a little history, some literature and psychology, seasoned with a dash
of scierhe ), or ho ,y they should study it, some colleges and universities
focus or the outcomes of education, the ii-Jormation, attitudes, and
values all students are expected to acquir, as a consequence of having
attended a particular institution.

This approach dates back to our first colleges, when educators
talked more than they do today about the qualities of the educated
person, and when the content and processes of education were a re-
flection of that vision. At Harvard in 16-12, this meant educating an
individual able -to read the originally of the Old and New Testament
into the Latine tongue, and to resolve them logically; withall being
of godly life and conversation." " Today, college catalogs refer to
other outcomes: an understanding of natufal phenomena; knowing
one's culture; appreciating the aesthetic aspects of life; having the
ability to solve problems; or having a facility in language. The list
goes Oil. Over time, the rhetoric has changed, but the notion of a
cultural ideal persists. The approach is a popular one, and most col-
leges still .aake a stab at defining the ideals of education.

A recent variation on this approach is called competency-based
general education. Priority is given to specific outcomes rather than to
content or method. At Alverno College in Wisconsin, all students



must demonstrate their "competence" in such areas as communica-
tions, analytic capability, problem-solving, valuing and decision-
making, social interaction, the individual and the environment, the
contemporary world, and the arts. These requirements are met in a
variety .of traditional and nontraditional ways, including courses, tests,
independent study, fieldwork, and prior experience. Less than I percent
of the nation's colleges follows this approach.''

After having looked at :_2veral outcome-based programs, we
conclude that this can be a useful approach to general education. The
emphasis on goals or achievement provides an excellent way to trans-
late the philosophy of general education into practice. But we also
have observed several problems.

When colleges talk about the outcomes of a college education
the terms "general" and "liberal" education often are confused. These
are not synonymous. General education refers to just one part of the
undergraduate program. Liberal education includes the total experi-
ence. Ideally, when all the piecesgeneral education, the major, elec-
tives, and nonclassroom activityare effectively combined, liberal
education occurs. The student becomes, we say, a liberally-educated
person. A distinction, then, must be drawn between the specific ob-
jectives of general education and the whole of the undergraduate
experience. When colleges fail to distinguish the two clearly, general
education tends to get lost, or to carry more baggage than it should.

A second difficulty is the disparity between outcomes and the
programs designed to achieve them. Institutions may talk grandly
about pedestrian courses of study. At one college, for example, "under-
standing of cx .ml phenomena" translates into a biology course;
"knowledge of human cultures" becomes a course in Western civili-
zation; "appreciation of aesthetics" is any three-credit fine arts course;
"problem-solving" is just an introduction to mathematics; "scientific
method" really means logic; and "language" is English composition
plus a dollc.1 of french or Spanish. When this occurs, the means
define the ends. Lofty rhetoric notwithstanding, the focus is once again
on traditional academic subjects.



CURRENT GENERAL EDUCATION
AT A GLANCE

Content Process Outcome

The academic
disciplines

"Core" programs The educated person
outcomes

Interdisciplinary and Distribution Competency-based
themes requirements outcomes

Elective programs

CONCLUSION

In both purpose and practice, general education is now confused. In
terms of content, there is a tendency to restrict general education to
a study of si -ialized courses or to randomly selected themes. As to
process, there is a tendency to define the oprions for study so broadly
that no meaning can be found. With regard to outcome, there is a
tendency to confuse general and liberal education and convert broadly
stated goals into narrow requirements. Means and ends become con-
fused.

A great deal has been said about the difference between potential
and performance. The distinction is important. We are confident that,
with more thoughtful planning, much of what is being done on many
campuses can form the basis of a coherent and effective program. But
the various componentscontent, process, outcomesmust be more
effectively combined. They must form a more coherent whole. Minute
attention to any one component in isolation cannot compensate for
the lack of a unifying vision of what a general education curriculum
should be.

In 1977, The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching described general education as a "disaster area."' We be-
lieve that conclusion remains valid today. Our examination of current
practice certainly confirms it.

But our survey has also convinced us that general education need
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not remain a disaster area. The tools are available to make general
education work. The missing ingredient has been a sharply defined
and clearly stated purpose. In the final section of this essay, we shall
suggest one way to translate that purpose into practice.



V
A PROPOSAL

IN HIS BOOK The Mountain People, anthropologist Colin Turnbull
describes a once-thriving North African tribal community in
which, through adversity, relationships have broken down. Com-

mon values have deteriorated; traditions have lost their evocative
power. The social cement holding th,... tribe togetherits heritage,
values, and mutual relationshipshas crumbled. The result, says
Turnbull, is the breakdown of community.

On a different scale, we see the potential for something like this
overtaking our society. And here, we beli, .e, is where general edu-
cation has an urgent role to play. General education should concern
itself with those shared experiences without which human relationships
are diminished, common bonds are weakened, and the quality of life
is reduced. It should focus on our areas of interdependence, as mem-
bers of the human family and of a specific society. In short, it should
concentrate on those experiences that knit isolated individuals into
a community.

What are these experiences? Obviously, many different lists
could be drawn up. For purpose of discussion, we have identified six
broad subject areas that we believe to be the proper concern of general
education. Through general education, we would suggest, all students
should come to understand that they share with others the use of
symbols, membership in groups and institutions, the activities of pro-
duction and consumption, a relationship with nature, a sense of time,
and commonly held values and beliefs. It seems quite clear to us that
an exploration of these connections is indispensable if students are
adequately to understand themselves, their society, and the world in
which they live.
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SHARED LSl SYMBOLS

Human beings' use of symbols separates them from all usher forms
of life. Language gives individuals their identities, makes transactions
among people possible, and provides the connecting tissue that binds
society together. In 1941, Albert Einstein observed that, in the most
advanced stages of its development, language "becomes an instru-
ment of reasoning in the true sense of the word." Norbert Weiner,
the father of cybernetics, went further. Society, he said, "can only be
understood through a study of messages."' Learning about the signifi-
cance of our shared use of symbols is, we believe, a central goal of
common learning.

Many general education programs already demonstrate the cen-
trality of language. Eight of every ten colleges have English composi-
tion requirements for graduation; three of every ten have mathematics
requirements; two of every ten have a foreign language requirement;
and two out of every ten have a fine arts requirement." But frequently
these courses are too narrowly focused; relationships among various
symbol systems are not carefully examined; and, all too often, students
study language without understanding the broader social significance
of the process. Clearly, something more is needed.

We propose that all students, from the very first years of formal
schooling, learn not only to "read and write," but also to read with
understanding, write with clarity, and listen and speak effectively. In
addition, they should become proficient in the use of numbers, which
constitute an essential and universally accepted symbo! system, too.
The mastery -F these skills is the foundation of common learning.
Without then,, the goals of general education will be undermined.

But the development of language shil!s, as important as this may
be, is not enough. Students should also come to understand why and
how language has evolved, how messages reveal the values of a
culture, how words and thoughts interact, and how feelings and ideas
are conveyed through literature. The study of a second language is
particularly important here, not just because of its direct utility, but
also because such a study helps students view language freshly and see
how language reflects cultural values and traditions.

Students should explore, as well, how we communicate non-
verbally, through music, dance, and the visual arts. They should under-
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stand how these forms of expression permit us to convey subtle mean-
ings, express intense emotions and how, uniquely, nonverbal symbols
can stir a deep response in others. Murray Sid lin, the conductor of
the New Haven Symphony has said:

When words are no longer adequate, people turn to art. Some
go to the canvas and paint; some stand up and dance. But we
all go beyond our normal means of communicating and this
is the common human experience for all people on this planet.'

The impact of mass communication should also be examined. In the
United States, children watch television 6,000 hours before they spend
a single hour in the classroom. By the time they graduate from high
school, they will have spent 16,000 hours in front of television sets
and only 11,000 hours in the classroom. Students urgently need what
might be called "tube literacy," to help them see how visual and
auditory signals reinforce each other, how ideas can be distorted, how
thoughts and feelings can be subliminally conveyed, and how the
accuracy and reliability of messages can be tested.

The language of computers merits study, too. Nearly 30 percent
of all college juniors and seniors now take computer courses.' But
most of this instruction deals only with hardware and programming.
In The Micro Milleniurn, Christopher Evans suggests that the book
is on a "slow but steady slide into oblivion." "Computers will take
over," he writes, "because they store more information and because
their information can be more rapidly retrieved."' Like the report of
Mark Twain's death, predictions of the immediate demise of the book
may be greatly exaggerated, but the importance of the computer in
our livesnot only in the future but right nowcan hardly be over-
stated. Every generally-educated student should learn about this
pervasive signal system that increasingly controls our day-to-day
transactions.

The goals we have just propose-1 are ambitious; but they are
essential if students are to live knowledgeably in a world where thou-
sands of messages every daysome routine, some distracting, some
momentousshape their lives. Language is, and always has been, the
glue of our social existence, holding us together, housing us in mean-
ing. We believe this reality should be confronted by all students.
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slIARIA) NIFNIIi[ItSIIIP IN GROUPS
AND INSTITUTIONS

"We do not make a world of our own," Ralph Waldo Emerson ob-
served nearly 150 years ago, "but fall into institutions already made,
and have to act:ommodatc ourselves to them. .. ." Institutions are a
fact of life. They touch almost every aspect of our beingeconomic,
educational, familial, political, and religious. We are born into insti-
tutions; we pass much of our lives in institutions; and institutions arc
involved when we die.

Today, public trust in institutions is low, and alienation from
them is high. Yet they cannot and will not be abandoned. Government,
business, the church, the family, all provide arrangements through
which daily transactions are conducted, interpersonal relationships arc
nurtured, and social structure is maintained. Robert Park, the Uni-
versity of Chicago sociologist, made this point clearly years ago. "A
community is not a collection of people, but institutions," he said. "In-
stitutions are final and decisive in distinguishing the community from
other social constellations." s All students, as a central goal of general
education, should learn about their shared membership in groups and
institutions.

Less than 10 percent of American colleges and universities now
require students to take a course that focuses directly on social insti-
tutions." When such courses are required, they froquently are prepro-
fessional, intended primarily for the specialist. The general education
curriculum we have in mind would look at the origin of institutions:
how they evolve, grow strong, become oppressive or weak, and some-
times die; It would examine, as well, how institutions work, explore
the interaction bet cen institutions and individuals, and show how
such interaction both facilitates and complicates our existence.

In addition to this broad-gauge approach, we suggest an inductive
study, one that looks more penetratingly at a single institutionthe
Peace Corps, the AFL-CIO, the National Rifle Association, the city
council; or one related, perhaps, to a student's special field of interest,
How did the institution begin? What were its initial purposes? What
new missions has it assumed? To whom is it accountable? Is the insti-
tution still vital, or is it being maintained only because of ceremony
and tradition?
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To look at the way institutions have been built and how they are
reshaped does not mean the resurrection of traditional civics courses.
Rather. the goal should be to help students see that everyone shares
membership in the "common institutions'. of our culture: those social

-uctures that shape our lives, impose obligations, restrict choices,
and provide services that we could not obtain in isolation.

I A Il) PR ON CING AND ( ON St' MING

The urge to he active and useful is ft and in every age and culture.
Throughout life, almost everyone is kept busy producing and con-
suming. We need the contributions of our fellow human beings and
they need, from us, something in return. George Bernard Shaw caught
the point when he said: We have no more right to consume happi-
ness without producing it than to consume wealth without producing
it." " Students should understand that everyone produces and con-
sumes and that, through this process, we are dependent on each other.
This is an essential part of common learning.

Today, the study of producing and consuming is largely ignored
in the curriculum, except perhaps in departments of business and
economics." Work choices are exceedingly important in our lives and
yet colleges fail to help students explore, with care, the meaning of
vocation,

We propose a general education program that explores the sig-
nificance of work in the lives of individuals and examines how work
patterns reflect the values and shape the social climate of a culture.
Such a curriculum would ask: What have been the historical, philo-
sophical, religious, and social attitudes toward work around the world?
How are notions about work related to social status and human dig-
nity? What determines the different status and rewards we grant to
different forms of work? Why is some work highly rewarded and
other work relatively unrewarded? In addition, general education
should help students discover that work, at its best, can be life-fulfilling,
that it is, as Eugene Delacroix writes, that, through work, We seek
not only to produce but to give value to time."

If work epitomizes our interdependence, so does leisure. General
education might well examine the place of leisure in our lives: how
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leisure has been viewed throughout history; how attitudes toward
leisure shift from culture to culture and from one social level to
another; how leisure can be much more than the absence of work; and
how one's leisure-time choices can of others. All of these are appro-
priate for study.

We do not suggest that the nation's colleges and universities
should become vocational or recreational institutions. But production,
consumption, work, and leisure are central to our common experience.
They are the ways we define ourselves. Their study, we believe, can
be a legitimate, demanding part of general education.

SHARLD RELATIONSHIP \VITII NATURE

All life forms on the planet earth are inextricably interlocked, and
no education is complee without an understanding of the ordered,
interdependent nature of the universe. As Lewis Thomas, in his Phi
Beta Kappa Oration at Harvard University, reminded us:

There are no solitary, free-living creatures: Every form of
life is dependent on other forms. The great successes in evolu-
tion, the mutants who have, so to speak, made it, have done
so by fitting in with, and sustaining, the rest of life. Up to
now we might be counted among the brilliant successes, but
flashy and perhaps unstable. We should go warily into the
future, looking for ways to be more useful, listening more
carefully for the signals, watching our step, and having an
eye out for partners.'

General education means learning about the elegant, underlying
patterns of the natural world and discovering that all elements of
nature, in some manner, arc related to each other.

Eight of every ten colleges now have a general education
"science" requirement of one kind or another, but few students seem
to move very far in developing the perspective of which Dr. Thomas
speaks." The current practice of permitting students to meet their
general education requirements by electing a beginning course in
physics, biology, chemistry, or a diluted version for non-science majors,



seldom serves the purposes of general education. It does not make
sense even from a preprofessional perspective.

K. Danner Clouser, "Philosopher-in-Residence" at Pennsylvania
State University College of Medicine, says that most students, even
after an introductory course in biology or chemistry "have little grasp
of how it [science] works, of what its genius consists, what its theories
are, how they are tested and what defeats them. . . . Science is, for
them, a catalog of facts . .. complete and beyond question.' " Such
courses have long been criticized. In fact, the 1945 Harvard Redbook
chastised them for promoting "narrowness which is an inevitable
aspect of academic departmentalization."'

The lines dividing the traditional natural science disciplines are
becoming blurred. Breakthroughs are occurring precisely at the points
where, traditionally, the disciplines have been separated. We believe
a new approach is needed, one that introduces students, not just to
the "facts" of sciencethe basic concepts, theories, and relationships
but to its methodology, too. We propose that all students come to
understand how science is a process of trial and error; how, through
observation and testing. theories are found, refined, sometimes dis-
carded and often give rise to other theories. Students should learn
about the applications of science and see how scientific discoveries
have led to a flood of inventions and new technologies that have
brought them both benefits and risks.

Finally, there is the matter of science and citizenship. The British
novelist and scientist C. P. Snow said that between science and society
there lies "a gulf of mutual incomprehension." Unfortunately, this
gulf is widening at the very time policy issues of great significance
must be urgently examined. If students are intelligently to evaluate
the pros and cons of nuclear power, space exploration, food additives,
and pollution standards, they must become more knowledgeable about
underlying facts and principles behind the headlines.

Becoming a responsible human being in the last quarter of the
20th Century means learning about the great power of science. its
pervasive influence in all aspects of our life, and our own shared rela-
tionship with nature. This is an essential part of common learning.
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OF TIME

Our common heritage is a bridge that holds us all together in ways
we hardly understand. It is more than this. It is what Edmund Burke
termed "a pact between the dead, the living, and the yet unborn."
It is essential that the human race remember where it has been and
how, for better or worse. it goes where it is. An understanding of our
shared heritage should he expected of all students.

Nine out of ten colleges and universities now have a Western
civilization or some other social science requirement as a part of the
general education program.`'`. Some of these courses are carefully
planned and imaginatively taught, providing the kind of historical per-
spective all students need. But many others fall far short of this objec-
tive. They offer students a breathless dash through history, an eclectic
inuddl;', or a study of one isolated period devoid of its connections to
the present.

We propose a study of our common heritage that would focus
on the seminal ideas and _:vtrits that have decisively shaped the course
of history. More than a collection of facts, this approach would empha-
size the convergence of social, religious, political, economic, and intel-
lectual forces. In such a study, no attempt should be made to worship
coverage. Choices must be made. To select a few themes carefully, and
explore them intensively across disciplinary lines is entirely appro-
priate, we believe, to the goals of common learning.

Students should learn, as well, that the chronicle of humanity is
by :10 means a swift and straight march in the direction of progress.
It is an endlessly varied struggle to resolve tensions over freedom and
authority, conformity and rebellion, war and peace, rights and re-
sponsibilities, equality and exploitatim. At bottom, an inquiry into
the roots of our civilization should be seen as a study of continuity
and change, with leaps forward and spills backward.

One further point. It is not enough to be told that events have
taken place; ideas have been expressed; and societies have risen,
flourished, and declined. The approach we envision would emphasize
he interrelationship between ideas and culture. It would explore, not

just governments and leaders, but "ordinary" people; not just politics
and diplomacy, but literature, and religion and the family.

Will and Ariel Durant said that:
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Civilization is a stream with banks. :he stream sometimes
Idled with blood from people stealing, shouting and
doing things historians usually record, while on the banks,
unnoticed, people build homes, make love, raise children,
sing songs, write poetry and even whittle statue;. The story
of civilization is the story of what happened on the banks.

The fundamental questions must be: What has the past to do with
us? How does it shape our world today? In looking to the past, we
gain a new perspective on the present.

All human beings look in tiro directions. We recall the past and
anticipate the future. Both perspectives determine, at least in part,
how we behave today. -What do we predict for the 1950,s or -What
will life be like in the year 000? could only be asked hy those with
a sense of a shared tomorrow. Indeed the labels "past" and -future-
are, in a fundamental sense. distinctions without meaning. T. S. Eliot
wrote: "Time presenr and time past are both present in time future,
and time future contained in time past. .. ."

Most scholars are understandably reltictant to speculate about a
world that is yet to be. They are unwilling to be identified, even

with professional -futurologists- who predict progress or
disaster with equal certainty. Despite this reluctance, general educa-
tion should, we believe, help all students understand how past visions
of the future have shaped the course of history. They should be asked
to think about the "options for the future- we confront today. Above
all, students should begin to understand that much of what we call
"the future'' has, in fact, been predetermined by political, economic,
social and scientific decisions of the past.

The kind of air we breathe, the way we travel, the nature of the
social order, patterns of global relationships, the jobs we can and
cannot choosethese matters, and most othersare not totally open
to chance. Decisions of the past have shaped our world, and tomor-
row's world is being shaped today. Exploring our shared sense of time
is a central part of Common learning.

511.-1R ED VALLES AND BELIEFS

InhenMt in our relationships with others are patterns of agreed -upon



behaviors: laws, customs, and traditions that reflect widely shared.
beliefs. In traveling around the world, one is struck more by the simi-
larities than by the differences of people, more by the predictability
than by the unpredictability of human behavior. All individuals and
societies are continuously making choices, revising their standards of
conduct, debating "right" and "wrong," deciding what currently is
good and what is best. A study of the personal and social significance
of shared values should be the capstone to common learning.

The Hastings Institute of Society, Ethics, and the Life Sciences
reports that since the early 1970s, when the nation's conscience was
aroused by the V'atergate affair, courses on values have increased
rapidly in professional schools. At least 50 percent of all medical
schools now offer such courses, and law, business, and engineering
schools are folh7. suit. Today there are more than 1,000 under-
graduate courses in bioethics alone.'"

While these efforts are commendable, they are too few and too
specialized. We suggest that, through general education, all students
examine the distinctions we make between beliefs and "facts," and
how values are formed, transmitted, and revised. They should examine,
too, the values currently held in our society, looking at the ways such
values are socially enforced, and how societies react to unpopular

General education should introduceuce all students to the powerful
role political ideologies, and particularly religion have played in shap-
ing, throughout history, the convictions of individuals and societies.

Students should be reminded, too, that the university itself
through its curriculum, student selection, grading system, research
design, arrangements fur promotion and tenure, and all the rest
redects the choices of its members. None of these choices is "natural."
All are human-made, born of values, rooted in tradition.

Finally, each student should he able to identify the premises
inherent in his or her own beliefs, learn how to make responsible de-
cisions, and engage in a frank and searching discussion of some of the
ethical and moral choices that confront us all. Such a study relates
directly zo the general education themes we have just discussed. In
every one of these shared experiences, moral and ethical choices must
be made. How, for example, can messages be honestly and effectively
conveyed? How can institutions serve the needs of both the individual
and the group? On what basis is a vocation selected or rejected? Where



can the line be drawn between conservation and exploitation of nat-
ural resources:. These are only a few of the consequential ethical and
moral issues that a Common learning curriculum must confront.

. In the last analysis we are persuaded by Bertrand Russell: "\\.7ith-
out civic morality communities perish, without personal morality their
survival ILLS no value.- 2() \Ve do not suggest, of course, that college
and universities should seek to impose a single set of values. Rather,
the aim of general education should be to help students think clearly
about how values are shaped. and how each one of us must build, and
periodically review, an authentic, satisfying value structure of our own.

iIRN I UR \i I 10X

The six general education themes we have proposed have been de-
scribed in broad, even sweeping terms. The program suggestions we
have made should be viewed as illustrations rather than a blueprint.
We wish to underscore the point that they can be carried out in a
v;:lriety of ways. In the end, each college and university faculty must
clarify for itself the purposes of general education and shape a pro-
gram r.0 reflect its own unique values and traditions. Our purpose has
been to initiate general education planning, not complete it.

Also, the general education goals we have discussed cannot he
achieved fully in any two-year academic sequence, or even a lifetime.
At the same time, we believe that with careful planning, a good be-
ginning can be made. For one thing, the first-year college student has
already completed twelve years of formal education. The nation's
colleges and universities should build on this foundation.

The problem is that in recent years, as general education require-
ments were abandoned by higher education, such requirements were
abandoned in the schools. Educators at all levels became increasingly
unclear about what it means to he an educated person. time has
come, we feel, fur school and college leaders to work together to
clarify the goals of common learning. As this partnership is forged,
we are confident that the goals we have discussed can be more effec-
tively achieved.

We wish to emphasize another point. Some of the general edu-
cation goals we have discussed may call for special interdisciplinary



or thematic courses. In other instances existing departmental courses
in English, history, sociology, or science may effectively till tic bill.
But here we add a word of caution. Ir would be a great mistake to
slip existing courses into a general education curricultun Lino:am:fled.
The title of a course may sound appropriate to general education, and
the catalogue description may be appealing. But the way the course
is actually taught may, in fact, promote specialized, not general edu-
cation. The central question is not whether the curriculum selected is
old or new, disciplinary or thematicbut whether students are helped
to understand the shared reLtionships common to all people.

Throughout this essay we have spoken mainly of general educa-
tion -courses.- Courses are, after all, the currency o acadc,nic life.
But we would urge a broader view. General education objectives can
be 'achieved in other ways as well. '77'e know of several institutions
where seminars :re held in residence halls and in student lounge.
On other campuses, all-college convocations occur throughout the
academic year. On these occasions, distinguished faculty and guest lec-
turers address topics that cut across the acaUL specialties.

We arc also attracted to the idea of devoting the midyear term
to general education. When the so-called 4-1-4 calendar was intro-
duced about 20 years ago, it offered colleges a marvelous opportunity
for innovation. Although hundreds of institutions now have such 'a
calendar, the interterm is often simply a lightly disguised vacation
period, or an interval tilled with a grab bag of electives. With more
careful planning, the mid-year term we believe, be used effec-
tively for general education. It can be a time when faculty and stu-
dents .1k)ve beyond their narrow academic interests, focus on the
broad themes of common learning, and engage in common discourse.

General education also may take place off campus. Recently, the
nation's public broadcasting stations aired a British Broadcasting
Corporation production called Connections. This captivating series
vividly described how today's technologies can be traced to ideas and
inventions of the pastmany of which have long been forgotten.
Stephen Boyer, fifteen at the time,.was fascinated with the program,
as were we all. What sparked Stephen's imagination were the link-
ages the series described. For the first time, relationships spanning
decades, generations, even centuries, were. revealed to him. He gained zi
new perspective on history and its relationship to life today.
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Or again, in the Air and Space Museum in Washington, D.C.,
there is a fascinating ten-minute film. At the beginning, a man is seen
lying on a beach. Through lapse-time photography, the viewer quickly
moves away F Jrn the man, away from the earth, and into the far
galaxies of outer space. Stars are seen orbited by planets, revealing
the intricate complexity and strange beauty of it all. And then, with-
out warning, we start the journey home, coming back, again in quan-
tum leaps, to where it all began. However, instead of stopping at the
man lying on the beach, we move inside the skin, inside the human
cell, traveling at the same speed as before. Once again great spaces
and objects are discovered moving in exquisite patterns and designs.
In a few brief minutes, we have gained breathtaking new perspectives.
The wonder of outer space and inner space are discovered to be in
some respects very much alike.

We do not suggest that informal seminars, film dips, or BBC
productions are the keys to general education. Faculty and classrooms
are still the heart of the enterprise. Ideas must be critically examined,
values tested, isolated events placed in context, and this is what the
campus and the classroom are uniquely equipped to do. We do sug-
gest, however, that "teachers" outside the ch-,.ssroom can make a con-
tribution to general education. Seminars, films, college convocations,
anti TV productions all may be helpful in introducing students vividly
to issues of common learning.

We repeat: General education is not a single set of courses. It
is a program with a clear objective, one that can be achieved in a
variety of ways. And while there may be great flexibility in the proc-
ess, it is the clarity of purpose that is crucial.

THE CLIMATE OF THE CAMPUS

The barriers to general education are formidable. They must be can-
didly acknowledged. It is well known that curriculum reform is never
easy. It is also common knowledge that faculty members who devote
themselves to general education are rare and frequently run the risk
of losing touch with their disciplines. In addition, enrollment in gen-
eral education courses has declined. These are not, however, irre-
versible trends.

'
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V'ithout being unduly optimistic, we believe significant Changus
are in the wind. The climate of the nation and its campuses is more
supportive of common learning than in the recent past,

First. ,general education is consistent with the mood of the times.
After the divisions of the I060s and the self-preoccupation of the

mane Americans are searching for a renewal of community.
Secondgeneral education is regarded as a valuable remedy fur many
of the perceived social and academic problems on the campuses and
beyond- the Watergate morality, declining student academic per-
formance, increasing undergraduate vocationalism and specialization,
disinterest in the responsibilities of citizenship, and much more. Third,
general education appears to be consistent with the institutional and
professional self-interest of higher learning institutions. It is a way,
some argue, to reduce the cost of instruction for colleges and to
improve the teaching opportunities available to faculty and graduate
students.

Historically, each of these conditions by itself has been siilTicient
for curriculum reform. But the simultaneous existence of all three is

extraordinary and marks the present as a particularly propitious tune
for the strengthening of general education.

The7i: is also evidence that students are more receptive to gen-
ral education-- perhaps even eager for itthan is generally supposed.
A report by the Carm-gie Council on Poiicy Studies in Higher Edu-
cation revealed that 9 percent of a representative sample of college
students considered general education an -essential- or -fairly im-
portant part of their college education." And a sampling of this
year's college freshmen ranked general education as one of the top
three- reasons for seeking higher education.'

But here's the point. Undergraduates also report that they are
enormously dissatisfied with the general education programs their
colleges now offer. In a recent study of ten representative institutions
( four liberal arts colleges, four universities, a community college, and
a technical institute ), Jerry Gaff found that while 9,1 percent of the
students wanted general education, only 20 percent were -very satis-
fied- with the general education classes they had taken. By way of
comparison, at least twice as many students reported satisfaction with
courses in their academic major and with electives.' In ever increasing
numbers, they are choosing studies that will help them get a job.



Students are understandably concerned about the future. At the
same time they continue to care deeply about the larger human issues
and their relationship with others. They have not abandoned general
education; general education has abandoned them. They reject the
bankrupt system we now have. We are convinced that general educa-
tion Yvill he supported if a well-shaped program is constructed, and if
authentic connections are made between the content of the program
and the lives of students. Sister Eileen Rice, writing about teaching the
humanities, made a point which applies equally, we believe, to general
education:

When students arc asked to pursue an idea across disciplinary
boundaries . . . , when they are asked to devise their own
metaphors for the relationship of the disciplines to human
experiences . , when they are asked to argue actively with
one another and from both sides of the question on timeless
issues, such as the relationship of the individual to the state;
when they are asked to engage in hypothetical conversations
with historical personages; when students are as actively
involvedboth intellectually and effectivelyin the process
of education as teachers are, then the humanities will have
found a home with another generation.``

But what about the faculty? We have been reminded time and time
again that faculty members are the key to everything we have dis-
cussed. A college may have a sense of purpose, and a curriculum may
be carefully constructed, but in the end the faculty will determine the
quality of general education. Wc have also been reminded that to-
day's rewards go most frequently to those who teach and publish within
the disciplines. A faculty member teaching general education may feel
justifiably uneasy when he or she is reviewed for tenure and promo-
tion. Desperation about career prospects forces many faculty to become
even more narrowly committed to their core disciplines and less
willing to take risks.

If these fears are to be overcome, institutional priorities must be
reshaped. College presidents and deans must have convictions about
general education and, through resource allocation, they must make
those convictions clear. Senior teachers must be willing to teach a
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general eduction course or two and ,give time to committees responsi-
ble for the development of such prograll1S. Th Cy 11111St he \\ailing to
encourage and then protect young faculty who take general education
risks. Beyond the university, business and corporation leaders must
not just pay lip service to the virtues of common learning; they must
,L.:iVe credit for strong general L training when recruiting stu-
dents. For :hose colleges still'hiring, a greater institutional commitment
to general education must be demonstrated when new faculty are
recruited. Colleges must be more willing to bring in broadly-educated
people who May have nontraditional credentials and who think in
new, creative ways. When colleges promote, grant tenure, allocate
raisest.or decide about access to travel money, the -plus facror- for
interest and competence in general education has to show,

The pressure to publish is real, as is the concern of faculty that
they nor he asked to abandon their field of expertise. Here again,
however, there are hopeful signs. Recently we have visited campuses
where faculty participation in general education is on the rise. A
good example is a well-known eastern research university. In the high
enrollment clays of the 1060s, virtually no senior faculty member
chose to participate in general education; junior staffers and the least
able graduate students were unwillingly ,assigned to teach' the course.
Staff turnovt..- each year was about 50 percent; morale was low and
the quality of instruction continually poor. Students rated the course
far below the university aVer.lpe. At one point, the history department
even withdrew program support and refused to supply it with faculty.

This has changed. Faculty in liberal arts departments at this uni-
versity now face declining enrollments. Even the best graduate stu-
dents cannot get financial help. So both faculty members and graduate
students arc asking to teach Western civilization courses. fn fact, the
chairman of the history department, which has lost enrollment in
recent years, is now director of the program.

To be sure, this is only one institution. Rut we have witnessed
this shift in priorities at other colleges as well. Indeed, at several in-
stitutions faculty members show renewed interest in common learning
because it is the one part of the curriculum where creative planning
can still take place. As one faculty member put it, general education
is the only home for experimentation remaining on campus. This may
be the exception to be sure, and yet there is evidence that the enroll-



ment and fiscal squeeze are making general education more appealing
to the faculty.

But faculty support for general education may reflect something
more than adversity alone. The contours of the disciplines themselves
are changing. New academic alliances are being formed. Intercon.
nections between historically separate fields of study are emerging as
inquiry on the frontiers of knowledge blend what traditionally have
been isolated fields of study. Sociologists, psychologists, biologists, and
chemists find themselves seeking answers to the same, or closely re-
lated questions. Humanists adopt some of the methods of the natural
scientist and some of the perspectives of the social scientist, while
scientists ponder issues humanists have reflected upon for centuries.

Anthropologist Clifford Geertz of the Institute for Advanced
Study at Princeton has gone so far as to describe these shifts in the
world of scholarship as -an impOrtant change in the way we think
about the Way lye think.- [Emphasis ours] This is reflected, Geertz
says;

... in philosophical inquiries that look like literary criticism
(think of Stanley Cavell on Beckett or Thoreau, Sartre on
Flaubert), scientific discussions that look like belles lettres
nmrce.inx (Lewis Thomas, Loren Eisley ), baroque fantasies
presented as straight forward empirical observations (Borges,.
Barthelme) , or histories that consist of equations and- table's
or law court testimony ( Fogel and Engerman, Le Roi
Ladurie), documentaries that read like true confessions
(Mailer), parables posing as ethnographies (Castenada),
theoretical treatises set out as travelogues (Levi-Strauss),
ideological arguments cast as historiographical inquiries (Ed-
ward Said), epistemological studies constructed like political
tracts (Paul Feycrabend) , metho logical polemics got up as
personal memoirs (James Watson).'

The wall dividing. the two culturesscientific and humaneis still
.standing, but it is being continuously breached; the pattern of intellec-
tual investigation is being rearranged. More than at any time in our
memory, researchers feel the need to communicate with. colleagues
in other fields. And this epistemological change may have profound
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impact on the future of general educ.ition. As new investigative links
_ire drawn, scholars at all levels willof necessity- -make new con -

nections rx.....-wo:n their own disciplines and the disciplines of others.
A more inregrated view of knowledge and a focus on the larger ques-
tions in our teaching and research will create, we believe, a climate
favorable to general education in the nation's colleges and schools.

Neatly forty years ago in Liberal Education, Mark Van Doren
w rote

Thy connectedness of things is what tile educator contemplates
to the limit of his capacity. No human capacity is great
enough to permit a Vision of the world as simple, but if the
educator does not aim at the vision no one else will, and the
consequences are dire when no one does.... The student who
tan begin early in life to think of things as connected, even
if he revises his view with every succeeding year, has begun
the life of learning.'"

-Siring the connectedness of things," is, we conclude, the goal of
common learning.
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APPENDICES

RE:SI'L \RCI1 ST1' DIES 1:N1)1:IZ TAKEN
FOR THIS ESSAl'

[N PREPARATION for this volume, two major studies were carried
out by the Carnegie Foundation. The first was an inquiry into
the historical purposes of general education. The second was an

analysis of the structure and content of general oducation at America's
col.:ges and universities. The details of this research are discussed in
the following appendices.

APPENDIX A

itisToRicAL PURPOSES OF
GENERAL EDUCATION

WE BEGAN THIS STUDY by trying to clarify the meaning
and purpose of general education. Toward this end, we
examined the stated purposes for general education dur-

ing times of widespread general education reformthe periods de-
scribed earlier in this essay as revivals or movements. We studied the
literature produced during each of this century's three revivals, focus-
ing on 1918 -1930, 1943-1955, and 1971-191. By means of Books
in Print, The Readers Guide to Periodical Literature, and the education
indexes, we were able to identify the relevant writings. Considerably
more than 90 percent of this material was located and read. We
supplemented it with a variety of unpublished sources including bibli-
ographies, speeches, and institutional reports. In short, we comprehen-
sively surveyed the literature on general education produced during
times when interest in the subject was most acute.

What we found included committee reports, accounts of institu-
tional reforms, descriptions of new programs, philosophical statements,
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commentaries On general education, news accounts, historical rreatises,
analyses of the curriculum position papers, and empirical studies.
General education was defined in a variety of ways: in terms of
subject matter, methodology, objecf.ves, and goals. Our interest in the
literature concentrated on the goals and objectives. We sought to find
out why certain subject matter and methods were recommended and
to learn what larger ends they were intended to achieve.

In the process, we discovered filry different purposes for general
education. Fourteen were associated with the first revival, twenty-one
with the second, and fifteun with the third.

I' u r po,e, eduiation cited during the World War I
era I\ 1910-19 ;11

I. To teach "citizenship" and respect for natural heritageRay, P. O. The
Ignorant 'Educated' and the Universities, School and Society, vol. 10, no.
249, October 1, 1919, p. 392.

2. To undermine "counter democratic.' practices such as "bossism" and "ma-
chine isolirics"--Ibid., p. 388.

3. To overcome social abuses, such as the "Ku Klux Klan" and the 1919 red
scare----Nlyers, W. S. "Know Nothing and Ku Klux Klan," North American
Review, vol. 219, no. 8 i 8, July 1924, p. 4.

4. To integrate a swarm of newly arrived "immigrants" into the mainstream
Of their new countryRay, P. 0. The Ignorant 'Educated' and the Universi-
ties," p. 389.

5. To reduce "individualii;m"--Farnam. Y. \.V. "The Balance Wheels of
America," ).'ale Review, vol. 8, no. 2. January 1919, p. 257.

6. To end the free "elective" SYS:'(ft aid overspecializationMeiklejohn, A.,
The' Liberal Arts College (New York, Arno Press, 1920) p. 113.

.7. To add balance and "unity" to college curriculumUsher, R. G. "The
Fundamentals of 1n Education," North American Review, vol. 210, no. 169,
p. 779.

8. To provide a global or "worldwide" perspective"Academic International-
ism," The Nation, vol. 107, no. 2788, December 7, 1918, p. 693.

9.- To bring hack the national "solidarity" of the war ye'arsJudd, C. H.
"Industry and the Liberal Arts," School and Society, vol. 16, no. 409, October
28, 1922, p. 489.



W. To restore ethical and "mora7." principles Cullen, G. B. The Recon-
struction of Democracy," School and Society, vol. 1 1, no. 268, February 1920,
p. 489.

1-4, encourage "idealism" and hope in the futureCallender, T. The
Hope of the Future," North American Review, vol. 215, no. 796, March 1922,
p.

12. To abate the clamor for relevanceGuth, W. W. The Post-War Curri-
culum," S.-bool and Society, \'ol. II, no. 268, February 1920, p. 186.

13. To put the won' ! hack together after the war--Ibid. p. 186.

1-1. To imitate prestige institutions such as Columbia and Harvard"A New
Educational Bill of Fare," The Nation, vol. 114, no. 2966, May 10, 1922,
p

Purposes for General education cited during World War II
era revival t 19 )

1 S. To train "citizens" and "human beings'. for public responsibilityHarvard
Committee, General Education in a Free Society (Cambridge, Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 19.15) p. 51.

16. To educate people to a "c;iiimon" heritage rather than their individual
differencesCowling, D. T., and Davidson, C. Colleges for Freedom, (New
York, Harper and Brothers, 19-17) p. 44.

17. To help individuals "adapr" to societyMorton, M. "Regimentation,
Advantages of," Time Ifagazine, vol. 47, no. 2, January 14, 1946, p. 59.

18. To develop "whole man."Harvard Committee, General Education in a
Free Society ( Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1945) p. 74.

19. To respond to the ravages of "war"Morrill, J. L. The Present Challenge
to General Education:. General Education in Transition ( Minneapolis, Uni-
versity of Minnesota Press, 1951) p. 14.

20. To counteract communism or "Russia"Koopman, G. "The Social
Significance of the GenerA Education Movement in 1948," School and Society,
vol. 68, no. 1755, August 1948, p. 107. ,

21. To "educate for democracy"---"A Program in Adult Education," The
School Review, vol. 54, no. 8, October 1946, p. 446.

22. To consolidate the young and the oldBrickman, W. W. "General Edu-
cation," The School Review, vol. 69, no. 1783, February 1949, p. 134.

23. To combat the free "elective" system"Dispute at the University of
Chicago," The Commonweal, vol. 40, no. 8, June 9, 1944, p. 172.
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24. To corm,ensate for "vocational- training and major sti..1y--"The Need
for Experimentation and Researcl.;," in Morse, H. T. (ed.), ( ;cnera/ Education
in Trainition i Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 19c 1) p. 18.

25. To reduce overspecialization- -"A Broad Curriculum for the Colleges,"
Scitool Socit fy. vol. 69, no. 1- -5, January 1, 1949, p. 6.

2(. To overcome ignorance of . The President's Commission on
Higher Education, Ilis:her Education ,br ;into-lean Democrac' vol. 1 (Wash-
ington D.C., Government Printing i)47) p. 52.

to encourage -creativity"-- `N.'. S. -General Education," Efri-
l.lote./i..4 of E.lucational keiearch York., MacMillan Company, 1950)
p. i90.

28. To battle selfishnessIbid., p. 90.

29. To build -basic skills"Tohnson, B. Gt octal Eilui.ation in ( Wash
ington, D.C.American Council on Education, 1952) 2.

O. To restore ethical and "moral- primiplesNfacLeish, A. "Education in
Uniform: The Dilcrun,,.. Atlantic ,Monthly', vol. 171, no. 2, February 1943,
F.. 39.

31. To help the naticn promote mass higher education and create a coast -to-
coast system of -junior colleges" McGrath, E. J. "General Education: A
Review,' The Journal of General Education, vol. 2, no; 4, July 1948, p. 270,

32. To confront the problems of the post-war eraPuknot, S. "The Liberal
Arts and the World Dilerana,The Journal of General Education, vol. 4, no.
2. January 1950, p. 131.

3.i. To integrate "veterans" into society--Old Campuses, New Faces," The
Saturday Review of Literature, vol. 29, no. 39, September 1946, p. 12.

34. To provide a global or "world.' perspectiveDuggan, S. "Education Un-
der the New Order," The Saturday Kyview of Literature, vol. 28, no. 37,
September 1945, p. 7.

35. To share the prestige of the new "Harvard" curriculum"Now, the
I iary..rd Plan," Newsweek, vol. 26, no. 6, August 6, 1915, p. 80.

Purposes of Gen TA I duc.ttion cited during the current era
19'I -19811

36. To respond to the post-Watergate mood by providing ethical and "value"
training and leadershipMohrman, K. ( ed. ), The Forum of Liberal Educa-
tion, Association of American Colleges, Washington, D.C.,March 1978, p. 5.

3'. To develop a "world" or global perspective--Eaculty of Arts and Sciences,
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Harvard 'niversi Rct,r: on :Le Core (urriculum, February 15, 1978, p.

3.8. To combar the new narcissism and "self-centeredness"The Core Cur-
riculum of St. Imeph's College' Rensselaer, Indiana, St. Joseph's College,
1977).

--19. To overcome the current -cultural crisis" and reassert a common national
herita,4----Botstein, L. "A Proper Education," Ildrper'i vol. 259, no. 259,
September 1979, p. 3I.

10. To stren.:then essential "skills Travis, T. J., Facione, A. and Litwin, J.
"Beyond the Core Curriculum: An Outcomes Approach to General Education,"
Liberal Blu...ition. vol. 6, no. 7 December 1978, p. 410.

I. To counter the new vocationalism by "uniting liberal and professional
learning"Meverson, M., "Civilizing Education: Uniting Liberal and Pro-
fessional Learning," Daed.riu:. vol. 103, no. .1, Fall 1971, p. 175.

i2. To serve as an antidote to overspecializationBelknap, L. and Kuhns, R.
Tradition and Innovation, (New York, Columbia University Press, 1977) p. 3.

1. To counter a curriculum imbalance that favors electives over requirements
--Fairlie, H. "The Trivialization of a Harvard Education," The if ashing,ton
,Pmt, March 5, 1978, p. C-8.

To make use of under-utilized facultyHartman, T. "Developing a Core
Curriculum,'' The' Forum for Liberal Education October 1977,

5. To "reduce the costs of instruction" with a common core curriculum
Walsh, J. "Harvard, Science, and the Company of Educated Men and Women,"
Scier:ce, vol. 202, no. 8, December 1978, p. 1065.

46. To improve the quality of teachingIbid., p. 1065.

47. To share in the glow of Harvard's general education--Maher, T. "Intro-
ductionGeneral Education and Harvard: A Plea for Conversation," "Con-
gratulations. But , . .," American Association for Higher Education Bulletin,
vol. 31, no. I, September 1978, p. 3.

48. To prop up public confidence in higher educationBailey, S. K., The
Purposes of Education (Bloomington, Phi Delta Kappan, 1976).

49. To "screen out non-traditional less well-prepared students from higher
education--Levine, A. "General Education: Aid to a Disaster Area," Amer-
ican Association of Colleges, Denver, May 1980.

50. To improve an institution's marketing positionRudolph, E. "Dirty
Words, Leadership and Liberal Learning," Change Magazine, vol. 12, no. 3,
April 1980, p. 20.
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At first glance, this list of purposes appeared to us to be without form
or substance a clutter of confused and unrelated goals. During one
reform era, general education was a way of integrating immigrants
Into the society. During the next, it was a means of integrating veterans
into the society. And in a third, it was a vehicle for integrating single-
interest groups into the society. General education seemed to be what-
ever society wanted it to be at any given time.

A more careful look, however, suggested a pattern. While some
purposes seemed more significant to us than others, it appeared that,
beneath the surface, general education's purposes divided themselves
roughly into two groups: first, those that promote social integration;
and second, those that combat social disintegrationtwo sides of the
same coin.

There are, of course, a handful of other goals that do not fit the
pattern. Some, such as institutional prestige and improving public
confidence, were clearly only window dressing. Others, such as cutting
cost and establishing a better marketing position, had more to do with
economics than education. However, we were impressed that the vast
majori:y of general education purposes do seem to fit into the two
categories identified above. This is shown in Chart 1.

We were also impressed by the continuity from revival to revival.
All three general education movements seem to have appeared at
times when a common set of values was promotedthe preservation
of democracy, the sharing of citizen responsibility, the commitment
to ethical and moral behavior, the enhancement of global perspec-
tives, and the integration of diverse groups into the larger society.
They also sought to eliminate a common set of perceived illsover-
specialization, free electives, vocationalism, unethical conduct, selfish-
ness,' and anti-democratic behavior. The three revivals moved in the
direction of community, and away from fragmentation. The emphasis
appeared consistently to be on shared values, shared heritage, shared
responsibilities, shared governance, and a shared world vision.

In short, general education seemed to have an historically certain
purpose. It seemed to us to embrace those experiences, problems, rela-

tionships, ethical concerns, and sources of conflict that are common
to all of us simply by virtue of our membership in the human family
and in a particular society, at a given moment in history. Placed in
historical context, general education; appears to us to be an educational
reaffirmation of the social bond that joins all people.
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CHART I

iii -1 )1 AI I I \ I
\`. 1.1 I V

Sha'ring Humankind's Common Heritage

Enhancing Global Perspectives

Developing Mutual Responsibility
TEACII CITIZENS PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITY
SOLVE COMMON PROBLEMS

Preserving a Democratic Socier
Ept.' ATION FOR DEMOCRACY
PRIDE IN CITIZENSHIP

Making Commitment to Moral and
Ethical Behavior

Integrtirq; Diverse Groups into
Larger Society

IMMIGRANTS
YOUNG AND OLD
IUNIOR COLLEGES

VETERANS

SINGLE INTEREST GROUPS

Reconstructing Society After War

Other
ENCOURAGE IDEALISM
NATIONAL SOLIDARITY
GOOD LIFE

IIELP INDIVIDUAL ADAPT TO SOCIETY
PROMOTE N"%sS EDUCATION
DEVELOP WHOLE PERSON
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To (,)

Overcoming Anti-Democratic Behavior
Ku KLUX KLAN
MACHINE POLITICS
BossIsm
RED SCARE, COMMUNISM
WATERGATE

Eliminating Educational Practice Catering to
Individul Differences

CURRICULUM IMBALANCE
OVERSPECIALIZATICe:
VOCATIONALISM
OVERELECTION OF CURRICULUM
DECLINE OF BASIC SKILLS
POOR QUALITY 0 TEACHING

Avoiding Unethical and Immoral Behavior

Reducing Asocial Behavior
OVER INDIVIDUALISM
SE:, ISIINESS
tEISM/SELF CENTEREDNESS

Counteracting "Life For Today" Orientation
RELEVANCE
IGNORANCE OF SCIENCE: AND CREAT,y1TY
NEW NARCISSISM

Other
OVERCOME CULTURAL CONFUSION
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Increase Institutional Prestige

Promote Community Colleges

Employ Underemployed Faculty

Reduce Costs of instruction

Prop Up Public Confidence in Education

Screen Our Nontraditional Etudents

Improve Marketing Position of Colleges

APPENDIX B

THE STRVCTURE AND CONTENT OF
GENERAL. EDUCATION

,
r"..."s"--0 COMPREHEND THE STATE of current general education

practice, we examined general education requirements at a
representative sample of two- and four-year colleges and uni-

versi7es. Using the well-known Carnegie typology, we analyzed a
stratified sample of 309 institutional catalogs for the year 1980. We
focused on the proportion of the total college program required for
general eaucation, the sub,.cts that constitute the general vlucation
curriculum, the elements incorporate.: in the curriculum (e.z. dis-
ciplinary rourscs, interdisciplinary courses, great books, and freshmen
seminars), and the overall design of the program (cores, e:stributions,
electives, competencies, and the like).

The following institutions, listed alphabetically by Carnegie
typology, were incluled in the catalog study:

R: /
University of California at San Diego
Colorado Srate University
Ur ,versity of Florida
University of Georgia
University of Haw:.'i at Manoa

University of Illinois at Champaign-
Urbana

University of Iowa
University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill
Ohio State University
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Oregon State University
Purdue University
University of Utah

Pr Irate R.L,car.i, I
Boston University
California Institute of Technology
Columbia University
Cornell University
Duke University
Johns Hopkins University
Northwestern University

-University of Pennsylvania
University of Rochester
University of Southern California
Washington University
Yeshiva University

Public Roearch I.nircrfilier II
Auburn University
University of Cincinnati
University of Connecticut at Storrs
Florida State University
Indiana University
Iowa State University
University of Kansas
State University of New York at

Buffalo
University of Oklahoma at Norman
University of Oregon
University of Vermont
University of Virginia

Prird:c II
Brandeis University
Brown University
Catholic University of America
Emory University
Georgetown University
George Washington University
Howard University
St. Louis University
Syracuse University
Ternple University
Tufts University
Tulane University
Vanderbilt University

PI, ',It,. 1)(4 fora:, 4rntin4
I ',lit critic

University of Alabama
University of Delaware

'University of Idaho
Kent State University
University of Maine
University of Missouri at Kansas City
University of North Dakota
Northern Illinois University
North Texas State University
Ohio University
University of South Carolina
Southerr. Methodist University
University of Southern Mississippi
Texas Tech University
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee

Private Dottordt-grantiug Unircrsitici I
-nerican University
,,ston College

Brigham Young University
Dartmouth College
University of Denver
Fordham University
Illinois Institute of Technology
Lehigh University
Marquette University
Northeastern University
University of Notre Dame
University of the Pacific
Rice University

Public Doctoratc,4rantigr, l'uitersitier II
University of Akron
University of Alaska
Bowling Green Stat:-! University
7ollege of William and M. -v
East Texas University
Idaho State University
Illinois State University
Memphis State University
Miami University of Ohio
University of Nevada at Reno
North Dakota State University
University of Southern Florida
Texas \X'oman's University
Western Michigan University
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Private' Doctorate granting
I nivervitiei 1!

Ade 1phi University
Clark University
University of Detroit
New School f4.)r Social Research
Texas Christian University
United States International

University

COMpreht e

and ("ollege, I
Alcorn State University
Appalachian State University
Armstrong State College
Bemidji State University
California Polytechnic State University
California State University at Chico
Central Michigan University
Cleveland State University
East New Mexico University
Fort Hays Kansas State College
Framingham State College
Georgia Southwestern College
Kansas State College at Pittsburg
Kearney State College
Kutztown State College
Lake Superior State College
Louisiana Tech University
McNeesc State University
Minot State College
University of New Orleans
State University of New York

at Fredonia
Nicholls State University
University of North Carolina

at Charlotte
University of Northern Iowa
Northern Louisiana University
Oakland University
University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown
Prairie View A. and M. University
Rutgers University at Camden
Savannah State College
Shippensburg State College
Tarleton State University
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga
Virginia State College
Western Georgia College
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Winona State University
University of Wisconsin at Whitewater

pri, (-mprcl,efr: e I 'nit rifle,
and (.ollege, I

Duquesne University
Elmira College
Fairfield University
Faideigh Dickinson University
Grove City College
University of 'lartford
Manhattan College
University of Portland
Russell Sage College
Saint Olaf College
Saint Perer's College
University of San Francisco
Seattle Pacific University
Seattle University
Simmons College
Suffolk University
Valparaiso University

Pulilii Comprehenlil e Colleges
and 15:Ivo-cities II

California State College at Stanislaus
Glassboro State College
University of North Carolina

at Asheville
Johnson State College
Lande^ College
Lyndon State College
Lewis and Clark College
University of Maryland at Baltimore

County
Western New Mexico University
State University of New York

at Cortland
Virginia Military Institute
Central Washington University
Wayne State College
Worcester State College

Pri: ate Comprehen Universities
and Colleges II

Antioch College
Aquinas College
Bloomfield College
Calvin College



Hardin-Simmons University
Illinois Wesleyan University
Jacksonville University
King's College of New York
King's College Pennsylvania
Le Moyne College
Luther College
College of New Rochelle
Oklahoma Baptist University
East Oregon State University
University of Redlands
Sacred Heart University
Saint Anselm's College
Saint Aupustine's College
College of Saint Benedict
Saint John Fisher College
Saint Lawrence University
Saint Michael's College
Saint Norbert College
Saint Xavi'..! College
University of Tampa
Upsala College
West Virginia Wesleyan University
Walla Walla College
Whittier College

Prinat Liberal Art; Coil,.
Agnes Scott College
Beloit College
Bowdoin College
Central College
Davidson College
Goucher College
Hamilton College
Hampden-Sydney College
Harrwick College
Hobailt-William Smith Colleges
Manhattanville College
l'quhlenberg College
Ripon College
Southwestern at Memphis
Sweet Briar College
Washington and Jefferson College

Arts C,)::<..1:e7 11
College of Charleston
Evergreen State College
University of Maine at Machias

6

rr

Prit !Aral Art( Colleges II
Adrian College
Albertus Magnus College
Alma College
Azusa Pacific College
Bethel College
Brescia College
Briarcliff College
Concordia College at St. Paul,

Minnesota
Concordia Teachers' College (NE)
Findlay College
Friends World College
Georgetown College
Grand View College
Green Mountain College
Huron College
Jarvis Christian College
The King's College at New York
Lycoming College
Marietta College
Marymount College
Mount Union College
Queens College
Roger Williams College
Rosemont College
Salem College
Southwestern University
Spertus College of Judaica
Spring Arbor College
Wayland Baptist College
C. Wesleyan College
Wheeling College
Wilmington College

Tu oYear Colleges and Institutes
American River College
Arizona West College
Bellevue Community College
Blue Mountain Community College
Brevard Community College
Brunswick Junior College
Bucks County Community College
Charles County Community College
Clackamas Community College
Conners State College
Cowley County Community College
Diablo Valley College
Dixi- College



Eastern Shore Community College
Grand Rapids Community College
Hagerstown Community College
High line Community College
Hutchinson Community College
Iowa Lakes Community College
Los Angeles City College
Manatee Junior College
Metropolitan Community College
Miami-Dade Community College
Middlesex Community. College
University of Minnesota Technical

Institute
Modesto Community College
Monroe Community College
Natchez Junior College
Orange Coast College
Orange County Community College
Porterville College
Rivetside City College
Rockland Community College
Sante Fe Community College
Schoolcraft College
Suffolk County Community College
Tacoma Community College
Trinidad State College
Westchester Community College

Worthington Community College

Private Ti oYear Ilcges and In.tautet
Bay Path Junior College
Cape Cod Community College
Cazenovia College
Central YMCA Community College
Dean Junior College
Harcum Junior College
Keystone Junior College
Laaell Junior College
Lees-McRae College
Lockyear College
MacCormac C.511ege
Mary Holmes College
Nfontreat-Atider;on Co liegt
Ohio Valley College
Presentation College
Ricks College
Southern Ohio College
Southwestern Christian College
Suomi College
Truett McConnell College
Union College
Villa Julie College
Villa Maria College of Buffalo
Wesley College
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